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EXECUTIVE INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.
RMS DATA ENTRY USERS GUIDE
EIS Records Management System (RMS) is a comprehensive records management system
for law enforcement agencies. The system assists the Department with the recording and
documentation of daily events, the creation of State/Federal mandated reports, and
provides enhanced capabilities to use this information in crime investigation and statistical
analysis. In other words, RMS provides all the utilities necessary to efficiently manage the
essential functions of law enforcement record keeping.

General Architecture
Data is stored in a Microsofttm Structured Query Language (SQL) database on a centralized
server. The RMS service application, which handles most of the database access, also runs
on a centralized server (not necessarily the same one as the database). The RMS entry and
query client applications run on your device and communicate with the RMS Service when
data is needed to be retrieved or stored; that is why you will see a progress bar popping up
frequently. The progress bar appears when the client application requests action by the
service and disappears when that request is satisfied.
Your system may be configured as a member of a Region--a collection of agencies, identified
by Site code, that share information. This feature is not apparent in RMS entry but comes
into play in RMS query where you may see inquiry results from different sites.
Also, an interface to the State and/or Federal law enforcement information system (e.g.,
CJIS, NCIC) may have been implemented. This implementation may vary from simple inquiry
to comprehensive entry and maintenance of your information in the State's system. When
this interface has been implemented, you will see buttons on the various entry forms to
access related transactions; the button label denotes the interface acronym (e.g., VACIN,
CLETS, LEDS, etc.).

Security
Access to RMS applications and individual modules within each application is controlled by a
security subsystem managed by your system administrator. You may be presented with a
log on form requesting User ID and Password when opening a client application if the
Windowstm log on for your device is not in the security database. Once in entry or query, the
modules available to you are enabled on the main menu.

Configuration
A great deal of latitude has been provided for your department to adapt data collection to
best meet its need. Data entry fields can be eliminated or renamed. The ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION section on most of the entry forms has been set up by your system
administrator as has the items shown on available check box pages. Templates provided to
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assist in narrative entry also are constructed to support Departmental policy. For this
reason, the various modules and system features are discussed herein in general terms.

Master Index
Master indexes maintain a history of all involvements from RMS modules and other installed
EIS applications such as the Jail Management System. These indexes are a set of SQL tables
in the Master Index System (MIS) database, also on a centralized server (not necessarily the
same one as the RMS database). Data includes: names; vehicles; serialized property; and
locations--report location and address associated with names. This information may be
shared with other agencies that are members of the defined RMS region.

Workflow
Workflow is the movement of a document (report) through the agency during the
document’s life cycle. There is an optional service provided by EIS that automates this
process somewhat. Many agencies have implemented this service by defining a set of tasks
where, as each task completes, the document is routed for the next task. Workflow may
start tracking tasks when a case number is assigned in the dispatch system or a new report
is started. You will see references to workflow status in this document.

General Advice
Please see Appendix A for definitions of the terminology used in this document. If you find a
term needing definition please let EIS know so it can be added. Refer to Appendix B for
useful keyboard interaction. This document indicates a keyboard key or key combination by
enclosing the key label in angle brackets—e.g., <F1>.
Some general rules to keep in mind are:
Be consistent—It is important that everyone be consistent in the method used in
entering data. Differences in punctuation, spelling or spacing when entering particular
data items will cause problems later when someone needs to search for the data.
Uppercase or lowercase—Most of the time, the system will convert the characters you
type to uppercase. This does not happen when entering text into a scrolling region such
as Incident Narrative. Consequently, you need to adhere to the Department standard
and set <Caps Lock> on, if necessary.
Check system supplied data—where possible, the system fills in certain fields
automatically just to make data entry easier. For example, in a person’s address the
city, state and zip code may be filled in automatically (if the system is so configured). Be
sure the data is correct and revise it if not.
Provide required data—Many forms show a few fields with a yellow background. This
visual clue tells you that data is required in the fields before the system can save the
record. If you omit entering data into one of these fields and try to save the record, the
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system tells you that the data element is required and puts you back into the required
field.
Watch out for conflict with another user—When you retrieve a record from the
database, the record is not locked. This means that other users can access and update
that record while you are updating it. If another user changed the record between the
time you recalled it and saved it, your save operation may fail. In this case, you need to
recall the data using the [Find] button then reconcile your changes with those made by
the other user.

STARTUP
Double click on the desktop icon to invoke the application. If the system is set to use
Windowstm security, you will not be presented with a standard logon prompt. Instead the
application uses the identification information for the user currently logged on to the
workstation.
You will see briefly the application splash screen (shown below) followed by progress bars
indicating retrieval of system configuration data. The application configures itself to meet
security requirements and your assigned level of access. Consequently, some buttons or
items may appear disabled (Light Grey) or missing altogether indicating that you have not
been granted access to the module or function. Consult your system administrator if you
need other security rights.
Menu
Module toolbar

Message line
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MENU

The File menu only offers the Exit option, which serves the same purpose as the [Exit]
button on the module toolbar and the [X] button in the upper right corner. All these devices
close the application
The Favorites menu allows you to
of interest for quick recall. The
workstation and log on identity,
drop-down menu and persists
is not expunged by closing the
whenever you log on to the same

create a list of RMS reports
list, which is specific to your
appears at the bottom of the
until deleted. That is, the list
application(s); it will appear
workstation.

Add to Favorites—A pop-up
window prompts you for a
title to give the RMS detail
report that currently has
focus. The prompt defaults to the RMS module name and report number but can be
changed. A reference to the report then is added to the bottom of the list. In the
illustration, four incident reports listed below the line were renamed to indicate
robbery. A left-mouse click on a list entry displays the detail report.
Refresh—Because the list is synchronized between query and entry, it should be the
same in both applications; if not, you can use the Refresh option to bring them back in
sync.
Delete All—This option erases all favorites in one action. A single favorite can be
deleted by right-mouse click.
The Windows menu allows you to quickly organize open windows within the body of the
main form. You can choose from the drop-down menu--Cascade, Vertical Tile, Horizontal
Tile, or Close All windows.
The About option on the Help drop-down menu gives system details about the application
and provides access to EIS Live Support. Both Help options invoke the EIS on-line help
system.

MODULE
TOOLBAR

Access to the RMS modules is achieved by clicking a button on the module toolbar. The
illustration above shows the toolbar for RMS Entry. The RMS Query toolbar adds buttons to
query Master Index (MIS) data and additional subsystems such as personnel or property
management.
Module buttons displaying a down arrow immediately to the right of the module name on
the toolbar provide sub-options from which you may select the desired operation. For
example, the Incident button on the RMS Entry toolbar gives you three options: (1) Incident
Report to obtain a blank form for entering a new base (primary) incident report,; (2) New
Supplement to obtain a blank form for entering a supplemental incident report; and (3)
Retrieve Report for the record locator window used to retrieve base and supplemental
incident reports.
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If an interface to your state’s criminal justice information system has been implemented you
may see a button on the RMS Entry toolbar bearing the acronym for your state’s system.
The illustration above contains VAVCIN for the Virginia state interface.

MESSAGE
LINE

A line at the bottom left of the main application window is used mostly to indicate the
outcome of an action. Occasionally errors will be noted. If the system is not behaving as
you expect, check the message line and look for a message box on the taskbar that may
have gotten obscured.

THE DASHBOARD
The Dashboard is a utility embedded in RMS entry and query that displays all reports
requiring your action. It is keyed to your log on either as an individual or as a member of a
group determined by your security role. The routing of reports throughout the Agency
(workflow) is based on a set of rules devised by the Agency during system installation
Reports may come to you for a variety of reasons. For example:
a) You are the author of a report for which entry was started but hasn't been
completed in a timely manner. Its Workflow Status will be INCOMPLETE.
b) You are the author of a report that has been reviewed and rejected so it returns to
you for correction. Its Workflow Status will be REJECT.
c) You are a reviewer and a report has been completed and is ready for review or the
report has been approved by the first reviewer and you are the designated next
reviewer. Its Workflow Status will be COMPLETE or APPROVED
d) A reviewer has routed the report to you (or your unit) for your information or for
some procedural purpose.
e) A reviewer has assigned the case/report to you (or your unit) for follow-up.
f)

The case number assigned in CAD has not materialized as an incident report so you,
as the officer drawing the case number or as the person designated for such
notification, receive a missing case notification.

The Dashboard is automatically updated based on a configurable time value--nominally
every 5 to 10 minutes.
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The Dashboard presents a list of reports in order by the Date column. You can change the
sort order by clicking on the header of the column by which you wish to sort. The number
of reports listed is given at the very bottom of the form, on the left. Relevant information
regarding the selected (highlighted) report is shown in the details section below the list. The
menu above the list provides some options for manipulating the display. These options
include:
Refresh - Rebuild the list from the database.
Group by Action - Equivalent to dragging the Action column header into the grouping
area between the menu and list. The list can be grouped by any other column (like
priority) by dragging the column header into the grouping area. If you change the sort
order in any of the groups, the new sort order applies to all groups.
Reset - Restores the list to its initial layout--chronological by Date.
Details - Toggles the details fields between visible and hidden.
Save Layout - Persists the layout you have established until it is reset with Clear Layout.
That is, the Dashboard may be closed and when reopened via Utility menu option, it will
reappear with the same layout.
Clear Layout - Restores the layout to the initial layout, i.e., in simple Date order.
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The list scrolls horizontally to provide the maximum amount of information however the
details fields are an easier way to see relevant data. The Workflow Status code indicates
where the report is in the processing chain. The Action code indicates the action you are
expected to take, which may be further explained by the associated text shown in the Note
column and/or by the Comment shown in the details of the selected report. Some of the
Action codes are...
OVERDUE means you need to complete the report if you are the author or you need to
track down a report for an issued case number. It could also mean that follow-up was
scheduled and not done by the Due Date.
REVIEW means that the report will be removed from your dashboard list after you
review the report and take the appropriate action.
ROUTE means the report has been routed to you either for your information or because
the case was assigned to you or your unit. If assigned, you will see assignment
information in the Assigned Group and/or Assigned PIN and Name columns. The
system knows not what is expected of you so you will need to manually remove the
report entry from the dashboard list.
Double click on an entry in the list to view the report. Reports are displayed in either the
entry form or the report viewer form, depending upon whether you are accessing the
dashboard from RMS Entry or RMS Query . In RMS Entry, usually only the reports you
authored may appear in entry form ready for update—other reports appear in the report
viewer. In RMS Query most reports appear in entry form in display-only mode.
To manually remove the report from the list, select it and click the [Mark Selected Item
Complete] button. The check box column gives you the opportunity to indicate multiple
reports to remove from the list by the [Mark Checked Items Complete] button.
The [Print] button may be used to generate listings of the list in its current group or sort
order.
If the Dashboard is closed by clicking the [X] in the upper right corner, it can be redisplayed
by selecting the Utility->Dashboard menu option.
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SHARED FEATURES
RMS ENTRY FORM LAYOUT
Entry forms in RMS all have the same basic layout: a main window within which pages are
switched for entry of the various report components; a navigation tree for accessing the
various pages; a header for identifying the current report; and a set of action buttons at the
bottom.
Navigation tree

Report header

Entry page

Action buttons
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NAVIGATION
TREE

When starting a new report, the navigation tree is inactive until the face page is saved. At
that time the top node (root) of the navigation tree changes to
identify the report by number or subject's name and the other
tree nodes (branches) are enabled, permitting you to switch to
other entry pages. Recalling an existing report shows the tree
populated with its related components. The branches are in
bold text and twigs (entities) under a branch are in plain text.
Each entity is identified by the system assigned number
denoting entry order followed by identifying information.
Adding New Entity Records – To add a new entity simply click
on the appropriate branch (Offenses, Names, Vehicles or
Property) and the appropriate data entry page appears ready
for entry. If there is no information to enter for a branch,
simply ignore it.
Recalling an Existing Entity Record – To recall for viewing or editing, simply locate the
desired entry in the navigation tree and click on it. The selected record is displayed in the
data entry page of the form.
Tree branches can be collapsed or expanded by clicking on the - or + symbol at the left of
the branch. These symbols are present only if there are entities under the branch. Click the
+ sign to display all of the entities below the branch; click the - sign to shorten the tree by
hiding the entities below the branch.

CONTEXT
MENU

Adding Optional Data to an Entity – Optional information and images can be linked to
certain of the report components. Media can be linked to a
report itself, a name, a vehicle and/or a property item.
Cautions (alerts) can be linked to names and vehicles.
Other information that can be linked to a name in most
modules includes distinguishing features (SMT), aliases,
internet contacts and possibly checkbox data (if defined).
Names involved in an incident report may also contain
missing person or arrest data.
To add additional information simply right-mouse click on
the selected entity twig to access the context menu (shown
right). When you select an option from the context menu
the entry page changes accordingly.
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REPORT
HEADER

ACTION
BUTTONS

When a report is recalled and displayed, the header shown above the data entry page
provides identifying information so, no matter which page is visible, you always know what
report is being displayed. The header is different for each module. The header cannot be
modified; content is changed only when corresponding data in the face page is revised.

The buttons listed below appear at the bottom of each module form. Except for the [Find]
and [Quit] buttons, a context must be present in the module form--that is, an existing
record must be displayed.

Print
The [Print] button serves the page displayed; it presents a list of printouts that pertain to
the context as determined by the page. Pages, such as name, vehicle, narrative, property,
etc., each have their own set of printouts. More general pages, such as the face page,
relationships and report completion, offer the same general printouts specific to the report.
In the Incident module you may be prompted for data elements to include when some are
omitted by default.
When you select a printout from the drop-down menu, the printout appears on-screen in a
preview window. Should you send it to the printer for a physical copy, you will be prompted
to specify to whom the copy is intended. This is for auditing purposes.

Print Screen
This button brings up the Windows printer selection form. When you click Print on the
printer selection form an image of the module form foremost on screen is sent to the
selected printer.

Help (Alt-h)
This button accesses the on-line
help text associated with the
module page being displayed.
The Help display comes up in a
separate window that is not
associated with the window from
which it was invoked. When you
close the calling window, the help
window remains displayed.
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Forms (Alt-o)
This button is used to access a standard form with blanks you can fill in, if any have been
defined for the module page being displayed. Click [Forms] for a list of any relevant
standard forms available. Select the form you want from this list and it appears in the PDF
Viewer, as illustrated below.

After you fill in the blanks, you can print the completed form and/or click [Publish] in the
lower right corner to save it in the media repository for future recall.

Interfaces
When an interface (data export) to an external system has been implemented, an interface
button appears at the bottom of the affected form-- Incident, FI, Citation, Parking, Pawn,
Protection Order, Trespass and/or Warrant form. If there is only one interface for the
module, the button text indicates the interface; if more than one interface pertains to the
module, the button text is the generic "Interfaces" and a drop down menu allows you to
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select the interface to execute. Usually, clicking on the chosen interface generates an
export file and all you see is a notice on the message line--"EXPORT LOG SAVED."

Notify (Alt-n)
This action enables you to call the report to the attention of a specific person or group of
people by adding an entry to their dashboard. [Notify] starts with this prompt:

Default PIN and Group have been pre-configured but may be changed. The Comments
region in this example shows the name on the Name page that was displayed when the
button was clicked. You can modify the comments--perhaps tell those notified why you
thought this information would be of interest. Click [Save] to complete the transaction.

Delete (Alt-d)
[Delete] initiates the deletion process of the entity being displayed. On the face page, you
may delete the entire report. When one entity of many (such as name, vehicle, offense,
relationship, property, etc.) is displayed, [Delete] will remove only that entity. Pages that
simply display some general information are not candidates for deletion (like narrative,
report completion and report management; in these cases the message line displays "THIS
ACTION DOES NOT PERTAIN TO THE DATA DISPLAYED."
Because deletion removes data from the database
and is non-reversible, you are asked to confirm the
action before it is implemented. Click [Yes] to
proceed; click [No] to cancel.

Find (Alt-f)
The [Find] button produces a query form designed to locate existing reports for the current
module. Each module has its own distinct query form. Each query form contains search
fields at the top, above the scrollable list of located reports (labeled Candidate Records). All
the query forms work in essentially the same way. Click [Search] to retrieve the list of
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reports. Double click an entry in the list or highlight it and click [Display] to display the
report face page in the module form.
The query form remains available on screen as long as the module from whence it came is
on screen. When the module form closes, its query form closes. Of course, you can close
the query form independently via the [Quit] button.

Clear (Alt-c)
This button clears the fields on the displayed page that are enabled for entry and restores
any pre-defined default values in preparation for a new record. Clearing the face page
discards the currently displayed report, including all linked entities, in preparation for
entering an entirely new report. If unsaved changes have been made to the page, you are
asked if you want to save them before the form is cleared. Should you respond in the
affirmative, the page is saved and remains visible; you will need to click [Clear] again to start
a new entry.

Save (Alt-s)
Click [Save] to commit the data displayed in the module page to the database. Often the
data is validated before saving so if required data is missing or a code value is not found in
the table used for validation an error message pops-up identifying the field(s) in error.
Saving is not attempted until all validation errors are corrected. Should the database update
fail, a system error message appears giving the system error. Sometimes you can figure out
what caused the error and correct it...sometimes not.
After a successful save, the current page is redisplayed and the navigation tree is updated if
necessary.

Quit (Alt-q)
[Quit], the <Esc> key and the [x] in the upper right corner all do the same thing--they close
the module form. When unsaved data is displayed, you are asked whether or not to save
the displayed data.

If you click [Yes], the data is saved and the form
refreshed. You need to click [Quit] again to close the
form.
If you click [No] or press <Enter>, unsaved data is
discarded and the form closes.
If you click [Cancel], the confirmation prompt disappears and the module form remains as is.

DATA ENTRY
PAGE

The data entry page switches depending on the context of the selected tree entity. Initially
the face page associated with the navigation tree top appears. Select a tree node further
down the tree and the page changes accordingly. A page longer or wider than the window
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space will show vertical or horizontal scroll bars. Most of the module window frames are
adjustable; overlay windows are seldom adjustable.
Data can be entered into white or yellow fields however the current field with focus
awaiting entry will be green. If a blank form comes up with some fields containing data,
default values have been specified but may be changed. When a field is irrelevant or you
have no data to enter leave it blank unless Department policy directs otherwise.
A variety of visual attributes and entry devices have been employed to facilitate data entry
and promote consistency.
Display only (gray)

Required (yellow)

Query label (red)

Composite
Control

Default
values
Data error
(pink)
Current
focus (green)

Scrolling text region

Check box w/explanatory field

Coded value
(blue label)

Display Only—The background is gray and value shown cannot be changed.
Required Field—The background is yellow indicating that the page data cannot be saved
to the database until a valid value is entered into the field.
Coded Field—The field label is blue indicating that a selection list of acceptable codes is
available by pressing <F1> when the field has focus. Start typing in the field and the
field may populate with a selection from the list (type ahead). Should you enter a value
that is not in the list, the field background turns pink to indicate an error. Depending
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upon how the form is configured, an invalid code may prevent the data from being
saved until the error is corrected or the offending code erased.
Date/time – Press <n> to fill with the current system date and time (if time is associated
with the date). Date and/or time so entered can be changed. You can use the calendar
to pick a date by clicking the down arrow at the right side of the field. To type in the
value(s) use 2-digit date and time parts (03/02/2015 09:05). Should you enter a 2-digit
year the system will add the century.
Scrolling Text Region—Multi-line text usually is entered into a scrolling region. A
vertical scroll bar appears when the text exceeds the length of the region. Spell
checking is supported so if you see a red wavy line under a word, right mouse click on
the word to see a list of possible correct spellings. You will find scrolling regions
employed for narrative, synopsis, comments or notes.
Check Box—This is a yes(checked)/no(unchecked) question. The check box has focus
when surrounded by a dotted rectangle (often difficult to perceive). You can use the
mouse to toggle between checked and unchecked. When in focus, the <Enter> key will
toggle the check mark. There may be an associated text box for additional clarification.
Composite Field—This type of field is denoted by a black button in lieu of a field label.
The field is replaced by an overlay containing additional fields when you click on the
black button or press <Enter> when the field is in focus. More about the composite
fields later.
Radio Buttons—These are a group of labelled circles wherein only one may be selected
at any given time. The mouse is the best way to select one.
Query Label—A field with a red label represents a link to another report. When a value
is in the field, click on the label to bring up the report identified by the value. In the
illustration below, the CAD call for service information can be viewed.
The blue bands serve to group the data elements by subject matter. Some of the face
pages will have a grouping titled ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, as shown in the Incident face
page above. These are data elements that have been defined by your agency for the
module and may be absent or entirely different from those illustrated throughout this Users
Guide.
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COMPOSITE FIELDS
Composite fields are comprised of a collection of data elements that together represent a
single item of information. Currently this device is used to capture the location of an
incident, a person’s name, address, phone number and identification number. Instead of a
field label, a black button sits at the left of the field. When you click the button or press
<Enter> when the field has focus, an overlay form appears with the constituent data fields.
The overlay form has a dark gray background to visually distinguish it from the underlying
page. The up-arrow button in the lower right corner of the overlay form closes the form, as
does the <Enter> key.
You can type information directly into the visible field and the system will parse your entry
into its constituent parts as best it can. There are rules to follow to successfully achieve this
result. Or, you can open the overlay form and enter data into whichever fields apply. Some
of the fields in the overlay form capture data that remains hidden while other are composed
into the field value that becomes visible. Each time the overlay form is closed, the visible
field text is re-composed.

LOCATION

Location of reported event is handled with the [LOC] field. The location phrase you enter
into the field is parsed based on the system’s interpretation of the type of location. If
parsing fails, the text you entered is copied into the Place Name field. If successful, your
entry may have been changed somewhat.

The parsed components can be reviewed (or entered) in the overlay form.

Four different types of location are represented in the overlay form: (1) a street segment as
specific address (with house number), a block, or a segment between cross streets; (2) an
intersection; (3) relative to a fixed point; and/or (4) GPS coordinates. The first three types
are mutually exclusive in that, although a location might be represented as one or the other,
only one representation is allowed. When you start to enter data into one of the first three
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sections of the form, the other two become disabled. GPS coordinates can stand alone as
the location or can be added in addition to any of the other three.
Successful parsing of the location phrase you enter into the field depends on specific key
words that tell the system the type of location being entered. When the system cannot
parse the location text, the text is copied into the Place Name field on the underlying form
and the field background turns pink to indicate parsing failure. The necessary key words are
highlighted in the following rules:
1. USE NO PUNCTUATION. That is, do not add periods after abbreviations or commas for
any reason.
2. USE SPECIFIC CODES given in the selection list for the fields with blue labels. Only codes
listed for street type, direction and distance unit of measurement can be interpreted
correctly.
3. ADDRESS or BLOCK: This section is used for:
a) Standard address with house number and street. You can add apartment number
as #(number) or APT (number) or add any valid space type code (SUITE, BLDG, etc.)
and the number.
1234 N MAIN ST SUITE 110
b) A particular block on a street: (block number) BLOCK OF (street).
500 BLOCK OF N WOODWARD AVE SE
b) A place between two reference points--ON (street or place) BETWEEN (street or
place) AND (street or place).
ON BROADWAY BETWEEN TIMES SQUARE AND 42ND ST
4. INTERSECTION: (street) / (street)
E SILVER SPRINGS BLVD / WATULA
5. DISTANCE FROM: ON (street or place) (distance) (unit of measure) (direction) OF
(reference point)
ON EB US 80 50 FEET W OF MP 321.4
or
ON PACIFIC OCEAN 2 NMILES S OF CATALINA
6. GPS COORDINATES: LAT (coordinate) LON (coordinate)
where coordinate can be entered as (degrees minutes seconds) or (degrees decimal
minutes) or (decimal degrees). Note: Longitude is a negative number in the U.S.
LAT 43 25.87 LON -125 20.4498
or
LAT 23.76083 LON -125.34083
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NAME

The [NAME] field acts as a name parser only if the name entered into the field is not a
business name. That is why the check-box preceding the [NAME] field should be used to
indicate a business name. A person's name is parsed into component parts--detecting last
name, suffix and given names--then shown in the field with last name first separated from
given names by a comma.

The parsed name can be viewed (or entered) in the overlay form.

Maiden name can be entered along with the name in the field by appending the word
MAIDEN or NEE followed by the maiden name. For example, BETSY ANN PROCTOR
MAIDEN JONES or PROCTOR, BETSY ANN NEE JONES. Either of these names will be
changed to PROCTOR, BETSY ANN (MAIDEN) JONES in the [NAME] field. The name JONES is
shown in the Maiden field in the overlay form.
NOTE: The three additional given names (along with First and Middle) can be searched
without regard to order in RMS Query by entering a name in the Other/Given query
specification field.

ADDRESS

On the Name entry page, up to three addresses may be entered. Each address consists of
the street address as one composite field, apartment, city, state and zip code as additional
fields. If default values for city, state and zip code have been configured, these values are
pre-filled in their respective fields but may be modified. These default values are only saved
with the name record if the street address is entered so they may be ignored for unused
address lines.
The button at the left of each line denotes the type of address. The first line, [HOME], is for
the primary residence of the person being entered OR the premise address of the business
being entered. This button label cannot be changed. When additional address lines are
present, the other labels (address type) can be changed to better reflect how this address
relates to the name.

The address field attached to the button works as an address parser and expects a standard
premise address with house number and street. Apartment number can be entered here by
appending #(number) or APT (number) to the street address. When you exit the field the
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system tries to parse the address into component parts. If parsing fails, the field reverts to
blank. You can open the overlay form to see (or enter) the component parts.

The very first field is for address type and, if changed, must be one of the recognized types
found in the selection list presented when you press <F1> while in the field. In the
illustration, above, HOME cannot be changed.

PHONE

The Name entry page may contain up to three phone number fields. The button at the left
of each field denotes the type of phone number. The first one, [HOME], is for the primary
number of the person or business being entered. This button label cannot be changed. If
additional phone number fields are present--as illustrated below--the other labels (phone
type) can be changed.

Type the phone number in the field, with or without the area code. The field parses the
number and may reformat it with spaces and a hyphen (as shown above). You can see the
component parts in the associated overlay form.

The overlay form allows you to enter an extension number or country code, which will be
shown in the visible field when you close the overlay form.

IDENTIFICATION

The Name entry page may contain up to seven identification number fields. Each field
consists of a button denoting the type of number with an adjacent entry space. The type of
most of these fields is predefined-- such as OLN (driver's license number), SOC (social
security number), FBI, STATE (state assigned number), LOCAL (agency or county assigned
number).

Driver's license number ([OLN]) can be entered with the issuing state following a space. For
example D0660412 CA. State is not required by the system but necessary for identification
purposes. the [SOC] number will be formatted with hyphens when you enter nine digits; if
you enter less than 9 digits, the field will revert to blank.
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When the button label says ID, you must use the associated overlay form to identify which
of the acceptable type codes identifies the number.

The types of identification number recognized are given in the selection list accessed by
<F1> from the Type field. The other fields in the expanded view can be used as appropriate.
Only the Type and Number fields are required. The [ID] button label will change to the type
code entered and only the number appears in the visible field. Other information entered in
the overlay form is saved in the database but accessed only by the overlay form.

MORPHING FORMS
Vehicle and property are two entry pages that employ the “morphing” feature. This means
the data entry fields describing the vehicle or item change depending on the Category value
entered. For this feature to work, one of the category codes in the <F1> selection list must
be entered.

VEHICLE

The category codes for vehicle have been mapped to belonging to one of three vehicle
groupings—LAND, WATER or AIR. Vehicles in each of these groups have distinctly different
identifiers and informational properties so the Vehicle Detail section of the entry page will
transform when you enter a category code that changes the group.
Initially on a new blank entry page the vehicle fields represent the most common vehicle
group--those that operate on LAND.

Fields are provided for entering the standard license plate information, vehicle identification
number and basic descriptors. Make, Model and Style expect NCIC codes, which, if found in
the validation table, the associated expanded term appears. If the NCIC code is not in the
<F1> selection list, you can enter directly into the Make Expanded and/or Model Expanded
and/or Style Expanded fields.
When you enter a WATER-type vehicle in the Category field, the form adapts to the data
elements relevant to watercraft.
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Identification numbers include Registration Number with State in which registered and Hull
Number. If Make and Model codes are verified against their respective code tables but if
the code you need is not available, you can enter directly into the Make Expanded and
Model Expanded fields.
AIRcraft causes the form to change to this...

where Tail Number is the only identification number. Like the other vehicles, Make, Model
and Style can be entered as a code and/or their expanded term entered into the associated
"expanded" field.

PROPERTY

Property descriptors and identifiers change depending on the code you enter in the Item
Category field. Press <F1> to select from the list of defined categories. Each code in the list
has been identified a belonging to one of the property item groupings-ARTICLE, JEWELRY,
FIREARM, SECURITY, DRUG or MONEY. This grouping is an attempt to capture the data
elements relevant to different query transactions provided by the State/NCIC interface and
local queries.
When you enter the category code, the code explanation appears in the adjacent field
and the fields below may change if the category is configured for a different group. In the
general purpose ARTICLE layout, below, the Type field values selectable from the <F1>
selection list are the codes in the edit table (PROP-TYPE) that are designated as
appropriate for the category. Pick one of these codes and the Type Expanded field fills in.
Should you enter a code not listed, the field background turns red signifying an error and
the record may not save. Serial Number or Owner Applied Number is necessary for NCIC
inquiries.

The JEWELRY group shown below has a number of descriptor fields because usually serial
number and owner applied number do not serve to uniquely identify the item. Like
articles, the Type code is validated against the PROP-TYPE edit table for codes relating to
JEWELRY.
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The fields in the FIREARM group expect basic NCIC firearm codes. Type is validated
against the GUN-TYPE edit table. Make Expanded fills in from the Make code selected
from the <F1> list. No edits are applied to the Model field. Category and Barrel Length
are new fields added for firearm.

The Serial Number field in the SECURITY group can handle a single number or sequential
serial numbers by entering the first number, a hyphen, then last number. Type is
validated against the SECURITY-TYPE edit table.

The DRUG group of fields contain the standard NCIC codes for Type and Measurement.
Quantity can be entered as a decimal number (e.g., 2.5).

When you set the property Category to “MONEY”, the Denomination field is inserted into
the second line of the default article group, as shown below.
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The Denomination and Cash Amount information is intended primarily for currency taken
into custody; Cash Amount is computed when you enter both Quantity and
Denomination. Although these fields can be used for stolen and/or recovered money,
the Loss and Recovery amounts in the property form still need to be filled out for
reporting to the State.

<F1> SELECTION
CODED FIELD

Press function key 1 (<F1>) when your cursor is in any coded field (field with a blue label) to
access the set of values appropriate for entry. The overlay form contains two columns—
Code and Description—where the list appears in code order. You can change the sort order
to description by clicking on the Description column header.

The field at the bottom left is useful for searching long lists. Enter some characters that the
entry you want to find contains and click [Find]. The values in the current sort order column
are searched for the first occurrence of entered characters. The characters may be
anywhere in the entry text. Click [Find] again to move the highlight to the next occurrence
of your typed characters. In the selection list illustrated above, if you type “b” in the blank
text field and click [Find] the highlighted entry will move to “Bribery.” Click [Find] again and
the highlight moves to “Burglary.” Click [Find] a third time and the highlight moves to
“Embezzlement.” It just so happens that in this list, the result is the same whether the list is
sorted by Code or by Description.
Instead of using the text box, you can press the key for the first character of the code you
want. For example in the illustrated list, type <d> once to highlight “Danger To.” Press <d>
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again for “Drug” and again for “DUI.” Pressing <d> a fourth time moves the highlight back to
“Danger To.” The method only searches Code values regardless of column sort order.
To move the code into the underlying field, click [Select] when highlighted or simply single
click on the entry. Either action closes the overlay form, as does [Cancel].
The selection list also provides type-ahead when typing a code directly into the entry field.
The first character typed may show a dropdown list of valid codes starting with the typed
character. As you type more characters, the list diminishes until only one is left and the
entire code appears in the entry field.

VIOLATION

The <F1> selection for a violation is different because initially all thousands of possible
violation codes are listed in the scrolling region. Use the Keyword Search to reduce the list
to only entries that contain the keyword in their description. Enter the key word or phrase
and click [Find]. In the illustration below the list is reduced to robbery violations.

Click on an entry and the violation code is transferred into the Violation / Statute field in the
underlying form. Move the focus out of this field on the underlying form and the associated
description is copied to the adjacent field. A number of other data elements on the
underlying form may be mapped to the crime code also. If this is the case, they will appear
filled in after selecting the violation.

INTERACTION WITH THE MASTER INDEX SYSTEM
The Master Index System (MIS) maintains a history of all involvements from RMS modules
and other installed EIS applications such as the Jail Management System. MIS data includes:
names; vehicles; serialized property; incident reports; and locations (report location as well
as address associated with names). This information may be shared with other agencies that
are members of the defined RMS region.
Data is sent automatically to MIS during RMS data entry. The MIS is responsible for building
a history of the entities received by matching on key data elements and setting the
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necessary links. This makes consistency of data entry all the more important because when
two instances of the same entity cannot be matched they are considered different entities.
Briefly, the elements used for matching entities are as follows:
Master Name Index (MNI) - For a person name match is made on: (1) last name and one
identifying number in this order—personnel number, FBI, State ID, Local ID, OLN, SOC); or
(2) last name, first name, DOB. A business name must match exactly.
Master Vehicle Index (MVI) - Match is made on license plate number or VIN.
Master Property Index (MPI) - Only property with an identifying number is retained so the
match is made on serial number or OAN.
Master Location Index (MLI) – All address parts must match including apartment.
Master Incident Index (MII) – Match is made on report number.

MNI DATA
IMPORT

One advantage of the MNI is the ability to import the most recent name information into
the entry page. This is done by activating the [MNI] button following the [NAME] field on
pages that capture name data.

When you click [MNI], the system uses the text entered into any combination of the data
elements [NAME], DOB, [OLN] and [SOC] to search the master name index. Wild card
characters can be used in the [NAME] field to broaden the search; DOB, [OLN] and [SOC]
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narrow the search. Only the [NAME] field text is used for searching a business name, if
indicated by the Business check box.
The search results appear in the Master Name Index Selector form that shows a list of
Candidate Records below the Selection Detail and Involvement Summary sections. Double
click on a list entry to see the details.
The Selection Detail section displays the name, address, descriptors and identifiers along
with the key photo (if one has been identified) of the name selected in the Candidate
Records list. Reports this name has appeared in are listed in the Involvement Summary.
When details of the name you want to import are displayed, click [Select] at the bottom of
the Master Name Index Selector form to transfer data from the master name index into
your name entry page. The selector form will disappear. You can use [Quit] to close the
selector form without selecting an MNI record.
Be sure to check the accuracy of the data imported. Although the MNI returns the most
recently entered data for the selected name, the information may be out of date or
incomplete.

MVI DATA
IMPORT

Importing vehicle information from the MVI works similarly. The [MVI] button, on the top
line of most vehicle entry pages, uses any combination of the values in the License Number,
Vehicle Identification Number, Year and Make fields to search the master vehicle index for
possible candidates. Wild card characters can be used in all of these fields except Year. The
search result shown below was found by entering the partial license number “L__1%”
before clicking [MVI]. (Please see Appendix A for definition of Wildcard.)

Double click on an entry in the list to view details in the fields at the top. Use [Select] to
transfer the displayed details from the master vehicle index into your vehicle entry page.
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The selector form will disappear. You can use [Quit] to close the selector form without
selecting an MVI record.

PERSONNEL
DATA IMPORT

OTHER METHODS FOR IMPORTING NAME DATA
EIS RMS contains a personnel file that provides the selection list for fields expecting the
personnel number of an agency employee. When a name of an employee is being entered
into the name entry page of one of the RMS modules, you need to use the [PIN] button (to
the right of the [MNI] button) to import selected personnel data. Using the [PIN] button is
the only way to obtain the
employee’s personnel number,
which is necessary to correctly link
the name in the master name index.
The [PIN] button is active only when
entering a new name. None of the
fields on the name entry page are
used for searching personnel. The
standard lookup list shows the
entire personnel file in personnel
number order—in the Code column.
Employee name is in the Description column. Click on the Description column caption to resort the list alphabetically by name.
Double click on an entry or highlight it and click [Select] to transfer minimal information to
the name page. Only name, employer and occupation are populated from the personnel
record. Personnel number is also retrieved but hidden.

BOOKING DATA
IMPORT

Another source of name data to import is from a booking record accessed via the [BOOK]
button, which is present only if the EIS Jail Management System is available. You must
enter a first and last name in the [NAME] field to retrieve booking data. Wild card
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characters are permitted if the search returns a reasonable number of possibilities. For
example, M% ACTON returned the list illustrated below.
DOB can also be used to narrow the search; identification numbers are ignored.
This list is ordered in reverse chronological order (most recent booking on top). A check
appears in the Active column on the right if the booking is current--i.e. the person is in
custody.
Simply click on a name in the Name column to transfer data to the underlying Name page
and close the window. Use [Quit] , the <Esc> key or the [x] in the upper right corner to close
the list without importing data.

ADDING OPTIONAL DATA TO AN ENTITY
Some optional information can be linked to certain of the report components. Optional
information includes but is not limited to: distinguishing features such as scars, marks,
tattoos (SMT); alias names; caution/alert notices; a checkbox page for modus operandi or
descriptors; media as photos, documents and video
clips; and internet addresses. The context menu
associated with an entity listed in the module’s
navigation tree provides access to the various optional
data entry forms.
Right-mouse click on the selected entity twig to access
the context menu (shown right). When you select an
option from the context menu the entry page changes
accordingly. On most of the entry pages the blue
section header at the top of the page reminds you to
which entity the information relates.
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Scars, marks tattoos and other physical characteristics are linked to an individual by
selecting Add SMT from the context menu. The entry form that appears consists of several

entry fields and a scrolling list of existing entries. You can enter an unlimited number of
scars, marks or tattoos
The Code field expects a valid NCIC code, which can be picked from the <F1> selection list.
The Description field shows the explanation of the code but may be modified. Comment
can be used to further describe the distinguishing. Entered Date is set to system time and
cannot be changed.

ADD SMT

An existing entry is displayed in the fields when you double click on the list entry. Once
displayed, you can modify or delete it. Use the buttons at the bottom of the form to [Save],
[Delete] and [Clear] the form in preparation for a new entry. Once saved, the SMT twig
appears under the name on the navigation tree. You then can click the SMT twig to access
the SMT entry page.
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Alias names are linked to an individual by selecting Add Alias from the context menu that
appears when you right-mouse click on the name in the navigation tree. The entry form
that appears consists of entry fields for an alias name and a section for a moniker
(nickname). Below these fields a scrolling region lists existing entries. You can enter an
unlimited number of names and monikers.

ADD ALIAS
The [NAME] field is the standard composite field that parses a person's name into
component parts. The Business check-box must be checked if the name is a variation of a
business name so that the parsing mechanism does not attempt to treat the value as a
person's name.
Date of Birth and the three identification number fields are used for fraudulent names. The
identification number fields ([OLN], [SOC] and [ID] are the Identification composite fields
described in the Composite Fields section above. Entered Date simply shows when the
record was introduced into the database.
Although Moniker and [NAME] can be entered concurrently, they are saved separately so
are not necessarily related. However a Comment entered at the same time is applied to
both the name and moniker. Either can be entered separately.
An existing entry is displayed in the fields when you double click on the list entry. Once
displayed, you can modify or delete it. Use the buttons at the bottom of the form to [Save],
[Delete] and [Clear] the form in preparation for a new entry. After the first alias is saved the
AKA twig appears under the name on the navigation tree. You then can click AKA to access
the alias entry form.
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ADD CHECKBOX

An unlimited number of caution (alert) notices can be applied to a name or vehicle. The
Caution/Medical form that appears shows the entity to which it is linked in the form
caption. The illustration below shows the person's name. If the caution is applied to a
vehicle, the vehicle identification line similar to that on the navigation tree is added to the
caption.

ADD CAUTION

Approved codes for the Code field are given in the <F1> selection list. Description is the
explanation of the code and will be displayed if you enter a code in the selection list.
Description can be modified or entered manually. Comment is for any additional
information. The Active and Public check-box purpose have not been implemented yet.
Date Expires will suppress the Alert icon when doing a master name index (MI Name) query
if no unexpired cautions exist.
You can double click on an entry in the EXISTING CAUTIONS list to display the data in the
entry fields. Once displayed, an existing entry can be modified or deleted. Use the buttons
at the bottom of the form to [Save], [Delete] and [Clear] the form in preparation for a new
entry. After the first caution is saved, the word Caution appears under the name on the
navigation tree. Clicking Caution recalls the caution entry page.
Additional information about a report or involved name can be defined in the form of a
collection of check-boxes. Up to 12 categories with up to 10 or 20 check-boxes per category
are arranged on a page. This page is accessed by selecting the Add Checkbox option from
the context menu produced when you right-mouse click on the top of the navigation tree
(for report) or an existing name in the tree.
Illustrated below is a check-box page for an incident report with 11 of the 12 groups
defined.
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Simply check the boxes that apply and click [Save] at the bottom of the form.
There is only one set of check-boxes per entity. If you [Delete] the displayed check-box
page, that set is removed from the database but this form remains displayed . Should you
click [Clear], the displayed checks are removed from the form but the database is not
affected. You can save an empty set.
The [Print] button gives you a printout of the set in the database.
Once saved, the Checkbox twig appears under the entity in the navigation tree. Clicking the
Checkbox twig recalls the checkbox page.
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ADD INTERNET
CONTACT

Right mouse click an existing name in the navigation tree to choose the Add Internet
Contact option from the context menu. The entry form, shown below, prompts for a code
identifying the contact type and a long field for the contact address. Any number of Internet
contacts can be entered.

The Internet Contact Type field may be restricted to specific codes defined by your Agency.
Use <F1> for a selection list of these codes.
Existing contacts are shown in the scrolling list under the entry fields. Double click on an
existing contact to display it in the entry fields for modification or deletion. Use the buttons
at the bottom of the form to [Save], [Delete] and [Clear] the form in preparation for a new
entry. Once saved, the Internet Contact twig appears under the name on the navigation
tree. You can click this twig to access the internet contact entry page.

ADD MEDIA

Media can be added to the report itself, a name, a vehicle or a property item. In RMS Entry
only images and PDF documents can be incorporated into a module report. A separate
application—the Media Upload Client—is used to attach videos to a report or its entities; the
videos may be viewed, however, within RMS Entry.

Select Add Media from the context menu to access the media page. The page will come up
locked to the entity from which it was invoked. That is, the first field labelled Linked To
contains a reference to the report (by number), name, vehicle or property item who’s
context menu you used. You cannot change the linkage.
After you save the first media, the word Media appears under the entity in the navigation
tree. Henceforth, the media linked to the entity can be accessed by clicking the Media twig
or by context menu.
Images, documents and videos already linked to this entity are listed in Title order. Click on
an entry in the media list to have it displayed in the viewer to the right of the list. The type
of viewer changes depending of the type of media displayed.
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NOTE: The navigation tree contains a branch labelled Multimedia Summary. This option
invokes the media page shown below but lists media for all the entities in the report.
The optional fields at the upper left have the following purpose:

Title identifies the media whenever it appears in a selection list. Title is rather important
because the photograph or video thumbnail may not be adequate to identify the image and
the standard PDF icon certainly conveys no information.
Comment is whatever you feel the need to explain about the image.
Date and Time are usually when the image was captured. If not entered, the system
supplies its date and time.
A check in the Key Photo check-box denotes the image that will be shown on-screen (when
provision is made for a photo) or that will appear in some reports. An entity can have only
one key photo so when you save the image with this check box checked, this photo replaces
any prior key photo.
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Viewers
The image viewer shown above has a simple tool bar at the top to do some basic image
manipulation, to save to a file, email, etc. The PDF viewer has the same tools with the
addition of more tools for zooming and page manipulation. When you hover the mouse
pointer over the tool, the tool-tip text below the mouse pointer indicates the tool's purpose.
The video viewer has some basic video manipulation tools at the bottom. You can start,
stop, fast forward, pause, adjust sound and switch to different windows.

Action Buttons
Although the media list contains Images, PDF documents and videos, the action buttons
cannot be used for videos because videos are managed in another application. Only images
and documents are imported and exported using the action buttons below the viewer.

Add PDF
Use this button to add a PDF document to the media repository. When clicked, the
Windows file open dialog appears so you can navigate to the document to be imported.
Open the document to display it in the form then fill in the information on the left and
[Save]. The PDF icon with the Title you entered is added to the media list.
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Add Image
This action works the same way as the Add PDF action. You navigate to the image to be
imported and open it to display in the viewer. Fill in the fields at the left. If this is the image
you want to designate as the most representative, check Key Photo. Click [Save] to
complete the action and see the thumbnail version of the image and title appear in the
media list.

Add Batch
This button brings up the Batch Media Add window for importing multiple images and/ or
documents.

The Title, Comment, Date and Time information applies to each of the items being
imported. Use the [Add] button to navigate to the location of the item(s) to add and "open"
one or more of the files, adding them to the collection at the right. If the items are at
different locations, use [Add] repeatedly until all have been collected. An item can be
removed from the collection by highlighting it and clicking [Clear].
The [Clear All] button removes the entire collection. If you want to start over, however, you
should probably close this window with the [x] in the upper right corner and click [Add
Batch] again.
The [Save] button adds each item in the collection to the media repository and shows them
in the media list as this window disappears. You can now select an item and update the
associated information as you would any existing media item.
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Capture
[Capture] only works if there is a camera accessible from your machine. The Capture
window that appears shows the actual camera view on the left side; the Right side is for the
captured image.

You can adjust the camera view (left side) with the directional arrows at the top and the
zoom in and out buttons below them.
The [Auto Capture] button uses facial features to focus the camera on the subject and takes
a picture. The [Manual Capture ] button takes the picture you have in the camera viewer
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(left side). The captured picture appears on the right side of the window with two buttons
below it:
You can [Retake] the picture, which clears the right side, or you can [Accept] the picture,
which moves the picture into the media viewer of the underlying form and closes the
Capture window.

Publish
This action is used for redacting PDF documents. The document is displayed in another
window that adds redaction tools to the menu. Press the [Publish] button on this redaction
window to put the redacted document into the repository, linked to the entity from which it
came. You are prompted to enter a new title and comment. Should you choose not to give
the document a new title, the system will do it for you. The redacted document date and
time are set to the system time.

Batch Export
Images and PDF documents associated with the report and
its entities can be exported as individual files onto CD or
DVD medium or into an accessible file folder. When you
invoke this feature the first prompt is to indicate the output
target--CD/DVD or file folder (Copy Local).
The next prompt shows you a list of media items that can be exported. You are expected to
check the box at the beginning of each item’s row if that item is to be exported. For your
convenience the [Check All] button toggles the check-boxes from unchecked to checked and
vice-versa.
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If you are exporting to a file folder, the export window (shown above) has the [Select
Location] button to use for navigating to the target folder. The Location field below the
button row shows your chosen file path. Activating the [Save] button prompts you to enter
a file prefix for the file name; the default prefix is the report number but may be changed.
Output file names consist of the prefix, a sequence number denoting the sequence in which
the file was generated and the item's title. The file will not be generated if there is no prefix
given. A pop-up message informs you when the export is complete.
If the export target is CD/DVD use the [Burn] button to write the files to the output medium.
[Quit] or the [x] button in the upper right corner closes the export window should you
choose to cancel this action.

[SIGN] BUTTON

With the [SIGN] button present on most of the entry pages that include name data, you can
preserve a person’s electronic signature. One purpose of the signature is to have it available
for incorporation in the identification card printable from the permit and weapon permit
modules.
If a signature exists in the database for
the name displayed, the existing
signature is displayed when this overlay
form opens. Otherwise, the form opens
ready to capture a signature from the
signature pad. The [Capture] feature
works only if a signature pad is
functioning on the computer you are using.
To replace a displayed signature, click either [Capture] or [Clear] to setup the form for
capturing a new signature.
If an electronic signature exists as a file in an available folder, use [Browse] to navigate to
the folder and display the signature file. Should you decide to capture a new signature
instead of saving the file image, click [Capture] to clear the form and switch to the signature
pad interface.
The displayed signature is passed to the underlying form when you click the [OK] button. It
is then saved in the database when you activate [Save] on the underlying form. Should you
forget to click [Save], you will be asked to save when you try to navigate to another form.
To remove a signature associated with the displayed name, click [Delete] to clear this form,
then [OK] to return to the name page. [Save] the name page to complete the deletion.
Use either [Close] or the [X] in the upper right corner to close the form with no action taken.
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ENTITY RELATIONSHIPS
Relationships exist between entities attached to a report but as a rule the relationships are
not explicitly defined until you provide the codes that define them. In a few modules, the
relationship is obvious so the application creates the relationship automatically. For
example, the accident module relates persons in a vehicle to the vehicle as driver or
passenger depending on position in the vehicle. When you enter a person’s employer on
the name page, the relationship of person to employer is automatically made. Also if the
optional vehicle is entered for a warrant, the system relates the warrant subject name to
the vehicle.

RELATIONSHIP
PAGE

The relationships currently supported in EIS RMS are name to another name, vehicle,
offense or property. The modules that provide a mechanism for defining entity
relationships include: incident; field contact; accident; citation; protection order; and
Trespass. The navigation tree for each of these modules contains a branch labelled
“Relationship” for accessing the relationship entry page, illustrated below.

The top half of the page lists existing relationships, showing the name, relationship code,
the type of entity related, and the name or descriptive phase identifying the related entity.
The bottom half is for adding a new relationship or modifying an existing one. The list on
the right (NAMES) shows all names that have been entered.
The list on the left (SECOND ENTITY) allows you to pick the entity type from the list at the
left. As you click on a type, the adjacent scrolling list changes to all of those entities that
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have been entered. In the illustration above all offenses in the case are listed. The number
at the beginning of an entity entry is the number assigned by the system to uniquely identify
the entity.
To create a relationship:
(1) select a name
(2) select an entity
(3) enter a valid Relationship Code, which can be chosen from the <F1> selection list.
(4) optionally, add a Comment.
(5) click [Save] at the bottom of the form.
The new relationship is added to the list at the top.
To modify an existing relationship, double click on the entry in the list at the top. The
bottom half will show the existing relationship. You can use [Delete] to remove the
relationship or change the Relationship Code and/or Comment and [Save].
When dealing with an incident (case) that has supplemental reports, this page invoked from
the base report or any supplements shows all entities entered for the case—not just those
in the currently displayed report.

RELATED
NAMES LIST

Another mechanism for defining relationships may appear on some of the entity entry
pages. When you see the RELATED NAMES section on the name, vehicle or property page,
you can specify related names as you enter the entity, thereby skipping the extra step of
going to the relationship entry page. The list used for entering related names will add a line
as you fill a line so an unlimited number of names can be related.

To add a name, position the entry point in the Name column and tap <F1> to pick a name
from the list of names in the report (or in the entire case for an incident). If the name you
want to add is in the navigation tree, you can drag its entry from the tree and drop it in the
Name column as an alternative to picking from the <F1> selection list. Then use <F1> to
pick a relationship code from the pop-up selection list. <Tab> out of the Relationship
column to open a line for another name. When you [Save] the entity all the relationships
will be saved also.
The Delete column checkbox is to remove an existing relationship. Existing relationships
appear in the RELATED NAMES list whether entered there or in the relationships entry page.
To delete from the entity page, simply check the Delete check box and [Save].
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MNI QUERY
DETAIL

The labor of creating name to entity relationships comes to fruition when you do a master
name index search (MI NAME) in RMS Query and retrieve details for a selected name. The
name detail form has a [Relationships] button at the bottom in the center. Click this button
to see a listing of related entities.

MNI QUERY
DETAIL

The relationship listing contains a lot of redundancy if the person has been active in the
system. Viewing the relationships in a diagram eliminates most of the redundancy. Click
the [Diagram] button at the bottom of the listing window to access a diagram in a “tree”
layout.
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Each discrete entity fans out in a line from the central name icon. This illustration has had
the entity icons moved around to make the view narrower. If an entity has a photograph
flagged as the key photo, it appears as the icon—otherwise a default generic icon is used.
The relationship to the name is shown on the connecting line. Entity identity is shown
below the icon.
You can drag icons around the surface
of the window or click Radial on the
menu to switch to this type of view.
The master name index query is
discussed more completely in the EIS
RMS Query Users Guide.
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REPORT COMPLETION
Reports that have been authored by an officer or deputy have a Report Completion branch
on the navigation tree. These include incident, FI, Citation, accident, trespass, and parking.
The main purpose of this page is to indicate that entry is complete and the report is ready
for review, if subject to review.
On the Report Completion page you indicate that the report is done and have the
opportunity to set priority and to set access restrictions (if your security permissions allow).

Check the Report Complete check-box to indicate that entry is done. If this report needs to
be reviewed, this puts the report into the reviewer's queue so that it will appear as a task on
his/her Dashboard.
The Priority field indicates the report's importance to the reviewer, who can sort his/her
Dashboard by priority to handle the reports in order of importance. The most important has
Priority of 1. The default of 3 indicates a routine report.
Read Level is a security construct that can be used to prohibit some users of reading
(viewing) the report. Likewise, the Write Level is used to control who can modify the
report. Although the values shown here are codes, they translate to numeric values to
facilitate access control. All users have been assigned a read level and a write level value.
When you attempt to retrieve a report from the database, your read level is checked to
make sure it is equal or greater than the read level set on the report; if not, you don't get
the report. After you retrieve the report in RMS Entry, your write level is checked to
determine whether or not to enable modification; if not, data entry in all of the report pages
is disabled.
If you have been granted permission to restrict the report, you may see the Access to
Restricted Reports fields. The Security Role List is for specifying which security roles are
permitted; the PIN List is for specifying which individuals are permitted. If both these fields
are blank, the report is NOT restricted. Entry into either one restricts the report; which
means that, in effect, the report only exists for those specified. In other words, if you are
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not in the list (specifically by PIN or by role), the report is omitted from the result of a query.
Trying to retrieve an Incident report by entering the Case Number simply returns a notice
that the report is restricted.
The (multiple codes) phrase appended to the field caption means that you can use <F1>
repeatedly to select any number of codes. Each selection from the list is appended to those
already in the field--separated by a comma.
The Comments scrolling text region is provided for whatever purpose the Agency wishes.
Often it is used for processing directives and a check list.

REPORT MANAGEMENT
This display-only page gives you a view into the various audit logs kept on the report. The
top of the form shows the status, disposition, assigned officer and/or group, who approved
the report and workflow status with date. If the report is an incident or incident
supplement (or possibly accident) the report status, disposition and assignment information
pertains to the case, not the particular report.
There are four tabular lists--each auditing different activities. The first --ACCESS LOG--shows
activities such as retrieving the report in RMS Entry or RMS Query (VIEW); inserting or
updating a component and printing a copy and for whom. This list is in reverse
chronological order.
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The ASSIGNMENT LOG lists when a person or group was assigned to the case, consequently
it pertains primarily to incidents. There were no assignments in the illustration below.

The REPORT MANAGMENT LOG shows every workflow status change, if the report is being
tracked by workflow. Also, for incident and supplemental reports, a log entry is made every
time the incident is subjected to on-line state reporting validation (which happens
automatically when you navigate to the Report Completion page. You can sort this list by
clicking on a column header and you can group the list by dragging a column header to the
group by box above the list.

The WORKFLOW HISTORY listing overlaps somewhat with the REPORT MANAGMENT LOG
in that workflow actions that change workflow status are represented in both logs. This log,
however, shows who is supposed to take action, who took action and any comment entered
with the action. Actions that have been done are shown with black text; actions waiting to
be done are shown in red. In the illustration below, the sergeant's review has yet to be
done.
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You can sort this list by clicking on a column header and you can group the list by dragging a
column header to the group by box above the list.

RELATED REPORTS
Often an event will involve a number of different modules. During the handling of an event,
for example, an incident (crime) report may be written, several field interviews taken, a
citation issued and an accident report written. These different reports in different modules
can be linked together by entering the same case number on the face page of each module.
Then, when you recall one of the reports, the Related Reports branch at the bottom of the
navigation tree will list all other related reports. The illustration
at the right shows an accident, an FI and a citation linked to the
incident report. Each entry gives the date, the module code (ACC,
FI, CIT) and the report number. A single click on an entry brings up
the report in entry format.
The case number field is labelled Agency Case Number instead of Case Number on the
warrant, protection order and major crime registrant face pages. Only weapon permit,
general permit, registrant and pawn cannot be related to other reports.
Using case number to link reports presumes there is an incident report with that number.
The system, however, does not require a corresponding incident report.
NOTE: An incident report can be related to another incident report by entering the other
case number in the Related Incident(s) field. Multiple case numbers can be so entered by
separating them with a comma. These incident reports do not show up at the bottom of the
incident report navigation tree but can be searched via RMS Query.
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RMS MODULES
INCIDENT
The Incident module is designed to collect and maintain a comprehensive record of reported
Incidents. The What, When, Where, How and Who facts are collected in a manner
consistent with your departmental Incident report.
The primary (or base) report defines what happened (offenses), where the incident
occurred (location), when it occurred (date/time range) and a description of events
(narrative and synopsis). The primary report may include related entities (names, vehicles,
property).
Supplemental reports build upon the primary report by adding more entity information,
expanding the scope of the incident with additional offenses and elaborating on the event
description. The primary report and all supplements comprise a case. Certain data elements
that appear on both primary report and supplemental report pertain to the case as a whole
and not to the specific report. These data elements include:
Report Type--Which identifies the type of the case (nature of the crime) at the time the
report was written. As the case evolves, the type of case may change but the report
type remains constant for each report. For example, a case that starts as an aggravated
assault would switch to homicide if the victim dies days later. The primary report and
some of the early supplements are written for an aggravated assault. When the victim
dies, a supplement is entered with the report type of homicide. This changes the case
type to homicide although the original reports still refer to aggravated assault. This is
why references to an incident report usually shows both report type and case type.
Status and Disposition pertain to the case not to the report. Although these values can
be set on any report, when entered the case status and/or disposition is changed and
will be reflected as such in prior reports.
Assignment of a case to an investigative group or individual may done in case
management during the report approval process. Even though assignment is done
while approving a specific report, the assignment applies to the case not the specific
report.
The incident module also captures the data elements necessary for state-required crime
reporting—UCR or IBR. The additional data entry fields provided for this purpose depends
upon the state identified during system installation and are found in the STATE REPORTING
section at the bottom of the various data entry pages. This information also pertains to the
case so if changes are made in a supplement, the revised data appears in all prior reports.
The data entry user's guide produced for your state explains the use of these data entry
fields so they are not discussed to any extent here.
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INCIDENT
MENU

PRIMARY
REPORT FACE
PAGE

The INCIDENT option on the main menu offers a drop-down menu for entering a new
incident report, entering a new incident supplemental report and for retrieving existing
reports. The Incident Report option opens the Incident Report form for entering a primary
incident report. The New Supplement option opens the Supplemental Incident Report form
for entering a new supplement. The Retrieve Report option brings up the Incident Report
Record Locator form for recalling both primary and supplemental incident reports.

The blank face page (as shown below) may contain some default information, if so
configured. The mandatory fields colored yellow are Case Number, Date Reported, Report
PIN (reporting officer’s personnel number) and Agency. If Agency is locked because of
system configuration or security, the acceptable agency code is displayed. Because the case
number combined with the agency code is unique in the database, an existing report may be
retrieved after entering the case number and exiting the Case Number field.
Type of Report becomes the case type...unless a later supplement changes the case type.
You will notice that the form header shows both the Case Type and the Report Type. If
these two type codes are different a subsequent supplement has changed the case type.

The [Import] button can be used to import relevant information from other RMS modules
that reference the case in the Case Number field. If CAD event information is available, the
import list may include the CAD event to which the case number was assigned.
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The import list exemplified above offers field interview, citation, or accident data. When
more than one possible is listed you may pick only one as a source of data. Imported data
usually includes dates and location for the face page.
After the face page is saved another overlay form prompts you to select any names and
vehicles associated with the source to import into this report.

Names and/or vehicles imported appear under their respective branches in the navigation
tree.
The CAD Event No field on the face page can be used either to simply reference a related
CAD event or to import CAD event data when the case number was not assigned in CAD. To
accomplish this, leave Case Number blank, enter the complete CAD event number and click
[Import]. The Data Import Sources overlay form shown above will list the CAD event.
Date Reported and Date Occurred from and to fields, like all date/time fields in RMS, will fill
with the current system date and time when you enter "N" (for Now) in the date portion.
These values can be changed by typing month/day/year each as two digits (e.g., 01/08/15)
or by selecting a new date from the associated drop down calendar.
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Related Incidents is for noting other incident reports related to this one. If more than one,
enter the case numbers separated by a comma.
The last three rows in this section capture location information. Entering location into the
LOC field is covered in the Shared Features section.
The last row of the top section contains up to four geographic reference fields that your
agency defined. These fields on your form are probably different from the illustration
above. There may be fewer fields and the fields may have different labels.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has deemed it necessary to collect information not otherwise
handled in the module. Up to nine (9) check-boxes, taking 3 rows, can be defined with an
explanatory text field attached to the last check-box in each row. Up to 5 text fields of
varying sizes can be defined on the bottom line. In this illustration only the first three
check-boxes have been defined and 5 text fields. Your section, if present, will be entirely
different.
The REPORT section pertains to this report only. Report PIN as the author of the report is
required information. The Non-Disclosure check-box flags the report so the report can be
excluded by whatever external interface requires suppression based on non-disclosure. Use
of this flag is up to your agency. Approved Date and Approve PIN may be entered here if
allowed by system configuration; usually this information is provided by the Case
Management approval process.
The CASE section pertains to the entire case. Status and Disposition, along with who set
them, can be entered here or be set in Case Management during the review process. The
most recent entry is the one carried by the case; that is, if the status or disposition changes
on a supplemental report, the new values are applied to the case and will be displayed in
this section on any report in the case. Status Date and Dispo Date default to today's date
but can be changed.

The STATE REPORTING section is different for every State. Oregon IBR fields are illustrated
above. Requirements applicable to your agency have been provided in training and in the
printed state reporting user's guide.
When you click [Save] to save the data in the database, the page refreshes displaying the
data that was saved. The top of the navigation tree (INCIDENT REPORT) changes to the case
number. The navigation tree is enabled so you can access the other pages. The context
menu for the report is now available by right-mouse click on the tree top. You can Add
Media and Add Checkbox data if check-boxes have been configured for an incident report.
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There is no limit to the number of offenses that can be entered. Click Offenses on the

OFFENSE
PAGE

navigation tree to access the blank Incident Offense Detail form. Violation / Statute is the
first field to enter. Because the violation code is validated against the crime code table
maintained by your administrator, you must enter a code from the drop-down list that
appears when you start typing into the field or use <F1> to access the violation selection
overlay form described in the <F1> Selection section of Shared Features.

When you <Tab> out of the Violation / Statute field, other fields may fill in if their values
were associated with the crime code code. Violation Description will be populated from the
crime code table but may be revised in this form. Sometimes values for Agency
Classification, Level, Degree, NCIC Code and/or BCS Code may appear.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. This illustration
shows only one check-box with explanation text. Your section, if present, will be entirely
different.
If your state requires Incident Based Reporting (IBR) for crimes, a STATE REPORTING section
is added to the Incident Offense Page. Very often, the IBR offense code will be filled in from
the crime code table by selecting the violation code; you may need either to remove this
code or provide the additional IBR information.
There are special considerations to take into account when providing IBR offense
information. Often the needs of the prosecutor and the needs of the State do not coincide.
Incident offenses should be entered to meet the needs of the prosecutor. IBR encoding of
offenses should be done only to meet the needs of the State. How you fill in the other IBR
fields depends upon the crime and is a document unto itself. Please see the State Reporting
User's Guide for detailed information.
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NAME PAGE

Click Names on the navigation tree to access the blank Name Detail page. An unlimited
number of names involved in the incident can be entered. The names can be a mix of
persons and businesses. You do not need to enter “society” as a victim of victimless crimes
because that is understood by the crime type. Name is not required so partial descriptors
for unnamed suspects can be saved. For IBR reporting, please do not create a record for an
unknown suspect with no absolutely no data.

The optional Report Ref No field is useful if you refer to the name in your narrative by
number instead of name.
The mandatory Involvement field denotes in what capacity this name was involved. For
state reporting purposes (IBR or UCR) it is important to be able to distinguish victims from
offenders or to know when a person is both. What you enter in this field may cause the
STATE REPORTING section to be added to the bottom of the form.
The Juvenile check-box is used to determine juvenile status because the juvenile age range
may vary by state and/or date of birth (DOB) is unknown.
The Non-Disclosure check-box, when checked, may suppress this name from appearing on
certain reports and from being exported to external systems.
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The Add to MNI check-box defaults to checked because most names should be added to the
master name index. Some names are automatically excluded from the master name index
(such as SUBJECT, UNKNOWN, ANONYMOUS, or blank) but there may be others you wish to
exclude by un-checking this box.
Most of the fields and buttons in the NAME DETAIL section have been discussed in the
“Shared Features” section or are self-explanatory.
If the person being entered is an employee, use the [PIN] button to import minimal
information from the Personnel table. The use of this button for a victim causes the STATE
REPORTING - LEOKA (Law Enforcement Officers Killed or Assaulted) section to be added to
the bottom of the form.
Up to three addresses can be entered for the name. The first, [HOME], is the principal
residence of the person or the premise address of a business. The remaining two can be any
additional address and the button label can be set to indicate the address type.
Your system may have been configured to default City, State and Zip Code. These default
values should be revised as necessary for the address and they are not saved if no address is
entered.
Up to three phone numbers can be entered. The first, [HOME], is the primary residence
phone number. The other two can be identified by type using the expanded phone form as
described in the “Shared Features” section.
If you know the person's date of birth enter it into the DOB field. Age is calculated based on
the date of the report. If DOB is not known, you can enter an estimated age or age range.
There are seven identification number fields. The first five are for specific fixed
identification types and the last two [ID] fields are for miscellaneous types. See “Shared
Features” for more information about these fields
In the EMPLOYMENT / SCHOOL section you can enter (as the title suggests) the employer or
school the person attends. This information is added as a separate name to the master
name index so can be searched like any other name. This name is linked to the person's
name with the relationship of EMPLOYER.
COMMENT allows unlimited amount of text for additional description or notes.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. This illustration
shows only two check-boxes. Your section, if present, will be entirely different.
In the RELATED NAMES section you can relate this name with other names in the case as an
alternative method to the Relationship page entry discussed in “Shared Features.” If the
name to link is in this report, you can drag and drop the name from the navigation tree into
the Name space--or use <F1> to select a name from the list of names already entered in the
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case. Then, set the relationship code using <F1> to select a recognized code. This list of
names scrolls if more than two are linked.
Because of the increasing importance of DNA matching for investigation, you can record the
particulars of DNA sampling in the DNA SAMPLE section.
The STATE REPORTING section may be appended to this form if required for IBR or UCR
purposes. The entry fields vary from state to state so are not discussed in detail here.
Please refer to published documentation for applicable guidelines.
Use [Save] at the bottom of the form to commit this name to the database. The form
refreshes to display the data saved and the name appears under the Name branch in the
navigation tree. You can attach additional information and enter an arrest using the context
menu accessed by right-mouse click on the name entry in the tree. The name context menu
options are discussed in the “Shared Features” section.
[Clear] initializes the form for entry of another name.

ARREST
PAGE

Arrest information is entered only for names involved in an
incident. The entry page is accessed by the context menu that
appears when you right-click on the name entry in the navigation
tree.
A typical arrest entry form looks like...
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The ARREST section captures basic arrest and booking information. Date/Time Arrested is
required because each arrest is included in the periodic report to the State (IBR or UCR).
When the State requires the Arrest Number, it must be unique so if left blank, the
application preparing the state report will create a unique number.
The Offense Level field may be used by some statistical reports for counting felonies vs.
misdemeanors.
If entering multiple Warrant Number(s) or Citation Number(s) related to this arrest,
separate the numbers in their respective fields with a comma.
The JUVENILE section pertains, as you would guess, only to juveniles. This is to record when
the parent or guardian was contacted.
When the arrestee is suspected of being under the influence, you can describe the test
given and result in the SUBSTANCE TEST section.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. This illustration
shows only two check-boxes. Your section, if present, will be entirely different.
The STATE REPORTING section will be appended to this form if required for IBR or UCR
purposes. These entry fields vary from state to state so are not discussed in detail here.
Please refer to published documentation for applicable guidelines.

ARREST
CHARGES

After you [Save] the arrest data and the arrest entry
shows up in the navigation tree under the arrestee's
name, you can right-mouse click on the arrest entry
in the navigation tree to select the option to enter
arrest charges.
Click on the Add Charge context menu option to invoke the form shown below.
The [Case Offenses] button at the top of the CHARGE DETAIL section gives you a selection
list of offenses entered for the case. The arrest charge does not have to be one of these
offenses, but if it is, you can import some of the incident offense information into this form.
There is no limit to the number of charges you can enter.
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Violation / Statute is the first field to enter. Because the violation code is validated against
the crime code table maintained by your administrator, you must enter a code from the
drop-down list that appears when you start typing into the field or use <F1> to pick the
violation from the overlay crime code selection form as described in the “Shared
Functions” section.
When you <Tab> out of the Violation / Statute field, other fields may fill in if their values
were associated with the crime code. Offense Description will be populated from the crime
code table but may be revised in this form. Sometimes the Agency Classification, Level,
Degree, NCIC Code, and/or BCS Code may appear.
The AJUDICATION section is provided should you wish to track judgments imposed for this
offense.
Saving the charge causes its entry into the report navigation tree under the arrest entry.
You can recall the charge information by clicking on the charge entry in the tree.

MISSING
PERSON

Missing person information is entered into the missing person
page invoked from the context menu associated with a name
entry in the navigation tree. This page is only available in the
incident module.
The entry form associated with this option contains fields
commonly relevant to entry in the State or NCIC information
systems.
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Some of the entry fields require codes defined by the State or NCIC. Such fields are usually
Circumstance, Caution/Medical , Blood Type, Circumcision and Jewelry. Use <F1> to select
a code from the defined selection list. The Jewelry field accumulates multiple codes--that is,
every time you select a code from the <F1> selection list, the code is appended to the text
already in the field. These codes are separated by commas.
The RECOVERY section at the bottom is for recording recovery of the individual.
If the State CJIS interface has been implemented for your agency, the information in this
form is used to populate the Missing Person entry message sent to the State.

VEHICLE
PAGE

Click on the Vehicles branch of the navigation tree to switch to a blank vehicle entry form.
An unlimited number of vehicles can be entered.
The optional Report Ref No field is useful for referring to the vehicle in your narrative by
number
The mandatory Involvement field indicates the vehicle's role in the incident…suspect,
stolen, damaged, etc. If the involvement denotes loss of value (e.g., stolen, damaged, etc.)
the STATE REPORTING section may appear at the bottom, if not already there. The dollar
loss for vehicle is reported along with any other property.
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The Category field is key to entering the appropriate information regarding the vehicle.
What you select from the <F1> list to enter as Category may cause the fields to change.
Data pertaining to a land-based vehicle is different from the data pertaining to watercraft or
aircraft so the next three rows of fields may re-configure according to type. This feature is
discussed in the “Shared Features” section.
The LOSS / RECOVERY section is important for state reporting if a loss was incurred or a
stolen vehicle was recovered. If the loss occurred in your jurisdiction, you need to enter the
Loss Value. Loss Date is assumed to be the occurred or report date. Loss Agency can be left
blank if in your jurisdiction. If the vehicle was stolen from another jurisdiction and
recovered in your jurisdiction, you need to enter a Loss Agency other than your agency
code; often OTHER or OUTSIDE are provided as codes for this circumstance.
Recovered Value, Recovery Date and Recovery Agency are all important when the stolen
vehicle is recovered. Recovery Date is mandatory if the recovery is to be reported to the
State. If your agency recovers the vehicle, you can leave Recovery Agency blank and your
agency will be assumed.
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The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. In the illustration
above, no additional information has been configured.
In the RELATED NAMES section you can relate this vehicle to names in the case as an
alternative to using the Relationships Page (see “Shared Features”). If the name to link is in
this report, you can drag and drop the name from the navigation tree into the Name space-or use <F1> to select a name from the list of names already entered in the case. Then, set
the relationship code using <F1> to select a recognized code. This list of names scrolls if
more than two are linked.
The IMPOUND / STORAGE section helps people find their missing vehicles. If towed, enter
the Tow Company that has been configured in your system and the company address and
phone number will be displayed as soon as you <Tab> out of the field. If the vehicle is being
stored at the same location, click [Copy] to copy Tow Company data into the Storage
Company areas.
The STATE REPORTING section may be appended to this form if required for IBR or UCR
purposes. The entry fields vary from state to state so are not discussed in detail here.
Please refer to published documentation for applicable guidelines.
Use [Save] at the bottom of the form to retain this data in the database. The form refreshes
to display the data saved and the vehicle appears under the Vehicle branch in the navigation
tree. You can attach caution/alert notes or images to the vehicle from the context menu
accessed by right-mouse click on the vehicle entry in the tree. More on this feature can be
found in the “Shared Features” section.
[Clear] initializes the form for entry of another vehicle.
If any of the vehicles entered are in custody, you will want to submit them to the property
room. Use the Submit to Property Room option available by right-mouse click on the
Vehicle branch of the navigation tree--above the individual vehicle entries. This feature is
discussed in detail in the following Property Page write-up.

PROPERTY
PAGE

Click on the Property branch of the navigation tree to switch to a blank property entry page.
Any number of property items can be entered. The top section of the entry form identifies
the item and, in doing so, may change the entry fields depending on the Category code you
enter. Illustrated below is the blank form, which defaults to the generic article entry
configuration. If you enter a category for JEWELRY, FIREARM, DRUG, SECURITY or MONEY,
you will see some of the fields change to capture information specific to the category. This
feature is discussed under “Morphing Forms” in the “Shared Features” section of this
document.
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In the PROPERTY ITEM DETAIL section, the optional Report Ref No field is useful for
referring to the item in your narrative by number.
The mandatory Involvement field indicates the item's role in the incident...evidence, stolen,
damaged, etc. When the involvement denotes loss of value (e.g., stolen, damaged, etc.) the
STATE REPORTING section may appear at the bottom, if not already there.
The Category field, mentioned above, is required to classify the item. When you enter one
of the codes in the <F1> selection list, the code explanation appears in the Category
Expanded field and the fields below may change accordingly.
The brief description you enter in the Description field is used in various property listings as
well as the module's navigation tree entry for this item. A more detailed description can be
entered in the Comments region.
Serial Number and/or Owner Applied Number are important because only property items
identifiable by number are added to the master property index.
Cash Amount usually pertains to cash seized or held for safe keeping. When the Category
field shows MONEY, the Denomination field is added between Quantity and Cash Amount.
Enter quantity and denomination and the amount is calculated by the system. When money
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is lost by criminal activity, the amount needs to be entered into the Loss Value field of the
following section.
The LOSS / RECOVERY section is important for state reporting if a loss was incurred or a
stolen item was recovered. If the loss occurred in your jurisdiction, you need to enter the
Loss Value. Loss Date is assumed to be the occurred date or report date. Loss Agency can
be left blank if in your jurisdiction. If the item was stolen from another jurisdiction and
recovered in your jurisdiction, you need to enter a Loss Agency other than your agency
code; often OTHER or OUTSIDE are provided as codes for this circumstance.
Recovered Value, Recovery Date and Recovery Agency are all important when the stolen
item is recovered. Recovery Date is mandatory if the recovery is to be reported to the
State. If your agency recovers the item, you can leave Recovery Agency blank and your
agency will be assumed.
The NCIC Category / Article codes are handy for inquiry purpose These two codes are
linked in that when you enter the first field (NCIC category), only the related Article codes
are listed in the <F1> selection list.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. In the illustration
above all possible check boxes and text fields have been configured. Your section, if
present, will be entirely different.
The list in the RELATED NAMES section can be used relate this item to names in the case as
an alternative to switching to the Relationship page (see “Shared Features”). If the name to
link is in this report, you can drag and drop the name from the navigation tree into the
Name column. Or, press <F1> from the Name column to get a selection list of all the names
already entered in the case. Then, set the relationship code using <F1> to select a
recognized code. A new entry line is added as you complete a line. This list of names scrolls
if more than two are linked.
The STATE REPORTING section is appended to this form if required for IBR or UCR purposes.
The entry fields vary from state to state so are not discussed in detail here. Please refer to
published documentation for applicable guidelines.
Use [Save] at the bottom of the form to commit the item to the database. The form
refreshes to display the data saved and the item appears under the Property branch in the
navigation tree. You can attach images or documents to the item from the context menu
accessed by right-mouse click on its entry in the tree. See “Shared Features.”
[Clear] initializes the form for entry of another item.
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SUBMIT TO
PROPERTY
ROOM

After entering property items, you may need to submit some to the property room. Use the
Submit to Property Room option available by right-mouse click on the Property branch of
the navigation tree (above the items).
When you select the Submit to Property Room option from the context menu the entry
page switches to the one shown below.

The ITEMS IN THIS REPORT section (bottom half of the form) lists all property items that
have been entered in this report When you invoke this form from the Vehicle branch, the
bottom section caption reads VEHICLES IN THIS REPORT.
An item/vehicle can be submitted only once because this action creates the property
custody record and there must be only one for each item. An item that has been submitted
previously appears in the list but the background of the entire row is gray and the Submit
check-box in the first column is inactive.
The leading Submit check box indicates which items/vehicles are being submitted in this
transaction. The check box in the column header toggles all the active check-boxes to
checked or unchecked. Note the word "active" because "inactive" items--those already
submitted--cannot be checked.
The Print check boxes are to indicate which items are to be included on the submission
detail list or which items will have labels printed--depending on which option you select
from the [Print] menu. The Print check-box never becomes inactive so you can re-print
labels or the submission detail list at any time.
In the PROPERTY SUBMISSION section at the top of the form, the Location 1 field is
required. The second location field may be used to further qualify the first---For example,
IMPOUND LOT and SPACE 213. The location fields tell the property room personnel where
to find the items/vehicles so they can check them in. With the other fields you can indicate
special handling or place a hold on the property. Transported By PIN and Name are for
noting when someone else brought in the item(s)...i.e. noting he fact that they were out of
your custody.
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Submission information at the top applies to all items checked in the list. The submission
transaction is identified by location and the system time when you click [Save]. If you check
one item and [Save] then, without changing the top information, check another item and
[Save]. The two items may appear in separate submission detail lists because the timestamps are different.
When the items must go into different locations, you need to do separate submission
transactions for each location.

NARRATIVE

The page, accessed from the Narrative branch of the navigation, gives you a scrolling region
for typing text. Basic word processing functions are provided on the menu and tool bar.
Menu
Toolbar

The File drop-down menu gives you the ability to preview and print the narrative text but
this output omits the agency header information that is part of the output from the [Print]
button.
The Edit drop-down menu provides standard find/replace, cut/copy/paste and undo/redo
options.
The Font and Paragraph menu options pretty much duplicate the word processing actions
offered by some of the toolbar icons. The Bullets menu allows you to insert or remove the
bullet dot at the beginning of the current line.
The function of the toolbar icons can be determined from the tooltip text shown when you
hover the mouse cursor over the icon. These are standard Windowstm functions.
The [Standard Text] button gives you a list of templates and standard text segments to
insert into your narrative at the current cursor position. These excerpts have been entered
by an administrator using the RMS Manager application. Once inserted into your narrative,
you can edit as desired.
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Pasting text (and images) from an outside source, such as Microsoft Wordtm or Outlooktm,
may give an unexpected result on printouts. After pasting and saving the narrative, you
might preview the printout using the [Print] button in the lower left corner of the form If
the printout shows a problem, the pasted part may need to be removed or revised.
Spell checking is done automatically. Questionable words are underlined in red as you type.
Right click on an underlined word for a pop-up menu giving you...
a) A suggestion list of correctly spell words, if
possible. Click on one of the suggested
words to make a replacement.
b) The option to ignore spell checking on this
word and all instances of the word
throughout this text.
c) The option to insert this word into the
dictionary so it will pass spell check in all
future text.

d) An alternate form for resolving the spell check error.
As a rule, only choose option c) for incorporating common acronyms, abbreviations and
specialized words. Be careful not to add misspelled words to the dictionary.
The Spell option is simply another way to accomplish the above.

REPORT
COMPLETION

The Incident and Incident Supplemental reports show the REPORT SUMMARY section at the
top of the page.
The top four sections give counts of the components entered in this report. For names,
vehicles and property the total is broken down by involvement. Should you view this page
when in Case View mode, the counts reflect the entire case--not this single report.
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When you navigate to this page, the system automatically invokes the on-line state
reporting validation process. This process runs the case data through the rule set required
for successful reporting to the State. Failures are listed in a pop-up form so you can correct
the errors. Keep in mind, however, the entire case is validated--not just this report. You
may not be able to correct an error in someone else's supplement.
In the above illustration, the case passed validation so the State Reporting Status says
PASSED and a summary of what will be reported to the State is shown to the right. The
State Reporting Status will say FAILED if the error pop-up appeared. A status of NOT
APPLICABLE or NOT REPORTABLE means no offenses have been entered or the crime is of no
interest to the State.
The bottom half of the page, REPORT COMPLETION, is for indicating completion and
attaching notes to the incident.

Check the Report Complete check box to indicate that entry is done. If this report needs to
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be reviewed, this puts the report into the reviewer's queue so that it will appear as a task on
his/her Dashboard.
The Priority field indicates the report's importance to the reviewer, who can sort his/her
Dashboard by priority to handle the reports in order of importance. The most important has
Priority of 1. The default of 3 indicates a routine report.
Read Level is a security construct that can be used to prohibit some users of reading
(viewing) the report. Likewise, the Write Level is used to control who can modify the
report. Although the values shown here are codes, they translate to numeric values to
facilitate access control. All users have been assigned a read level and a write level value.
When you attempt to retrieve a report from the database, your read level is checked to
make sure it is equal or greater than the read level set on the report; if not, you don't get
the report. After you retrieve the report in RMS Entry, your write level is checked to
determine whether or not to enable fields for modification; if not, data entry in any of the
report pages is disabled.
If you have been granted permission to restrict the report, you may see the Access to
Restricted Reports fields. The Security Role List is for specifying which security roles are
permitted; the PIN List is for specifying which individuals are permitted. If both these fields
are blank, the report is NOT restricted. Entry into either one restricts the report; which
means that, in effect, the report only exists for those specified. In other words, if you are
not in the list (specifically by PIN or by role), the report is omitted from the result of a query.
Trying to retrieve an Incident report by entering the Case Number simply returns a notice
that the report is restricted.
The (multiple codes) phrase appended to the field caption means that you can use <F1>
repeatedly to select any number of codes. Each selection from the list is appended to those
already in the field--separated by a comma.
There may be two, one or no Comments text region, depending on system configuration.
When there are two, one is labeled CASE COMMENTS and the other labeled REPORT
COMMENTS. The case comments pertain to the case in its entirety so appears on the
primary report and all supplements. When there is only one Comments region, it belongs to
the report so will not be shown on any other supplements in the case. This text region is
provided for whatever purpose the agency wishes. Often it is used for processing directives
and check list.
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REPORT LOG

The Report Log is simply a way to attach notes to an incident or supplemental incident
report. These notes are included in comprehensive printouts.

The entry form has fields at the top for entering a comment or displaying one of the existing
comments listed in the LOGS scrolling list. The Report Log Type code is required and can
be selected from the <F1> selection list. The Description displays the type code explanation
associated with the code in the edit table. Date/Time Entered is always the system time
when you activate [Save] at the bottom of the form.
Double click on an entry in the list of existing records to display it. Once displayed you can
revise it or [Delete] it. [Clear] prepares the form for entry of a new log record.

ACTION
BUTTONS

The set of standard action buttons that appear on all module forms are present on the
Incident module and are described in the “Shared Features” section. In addition to the two
incident-specific buttons mentioned below, other button(s) to support a particular system
interface may be present but because these are agency-specific, they are not discussed
here.
The buttons unique to the Incident module are:

Switch to Case View
The [Switch to Case View] button at the bottom of the navigation tree toggles the page and
navigation tree to give you a view of the case as a whole. As a case develops with
supplemental reports added, new components may be introduced and existing components
modified. The incident report entry form (and supplemental report entry form) is oriented
initially around the individual report--the navigation tree shows only the information
entered with this particular report. A suspect in the original report may have become an
arrestee in a supplemental report. Property reported stolen in the original report may have
been recovered in a supplemental report. Additional offense can be added in a
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supplemental report. To see all the components with the most recent information on each
switch to the case view.
The data entry pages appear locked (display only). The header identifies the report that
contains the most recent data. For instance, if the suspect was arrested in supplement 3,
when you view the person's name page the case number in the header has "-3" appended;
Date shows the supplement date; and the Officer field identifies the supplement author;
You will notice as you switch from page to page, the header information changes.
This button label changes to [Switch to Report Entry] when in case view. Click the button to
return to the face page of the report in entry mode.

Refresh
[Refresh] is useful for retrieving current report data and refreshing the screen display when
the incident has been on-screen a while and may have been modified by others. When you
have the primary incident report on-screen to help in adding a supplemental report, your
new supplement does not appear under Supplements in the primary report navigation tree
until [Refresh] is clicked.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INCIDENT REPORT
This entry on the Incident navigation tree
contains the list of all supplemental reports in
the case.
The list is ordered by the supplement date. The leading number of each entry is the
sequence number the system assigns when the supplement is physically entered into the
system. The list above looks like it is out of order because of the entry number but is in date
order and #3 was entered later than #2.
Each entry shows the supplement date, purpose code (if entered) and the author's PIN
followed by the author's name. Click on one of the entries in the tree to display the
supplement in the entry form. Security or write level may cause the supplement to appear
in display-only mode. When accessed from RMS Query it is always in display-only mode.
The supplement entry form for entering a new supplement can be obtained in 2 ways:

SUPPLEMENT
FACE PAGE

(1) Display the base case in the Incident entry form and click the Supplement branch in the
navigation tree. This produces a form carrying certain information from the base case, such
as Agency, Case Number, Type of Report and possibly state reporting data when relevant.
Agency and Case Number are locked (display-only mode).

(2) Choose New Supplement from the Incident option on the main
menu, as shown at the right. This produces a blank form with only
configured default data displayed. Agency is defaulted and the first
required field is Case Number. Agency code may be changed if
system configuration and security permit. After case number is entered, the system
retrieves information from the base case, if it exists, and fills in the fields mentioned in (1).
If the base case does not exist, the system pulls data from a previously entered
supplemental report with the same case number, if one exists. Otherwise, this supplement
will go into the database as the first supplement of the case.
NOTE: When the system is configured to automatically assign the case number, the base
(primary) report must be entered before a supplemental report can be entered.
The layout of the Supplemental Incident Report entry form is very similar to the Incident
form layout. The illustration below shows the new entry form populated with existing case
data.
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Type of Report is the Case Type, as shown in the header block. If you enter a different type
code, this becomes the case type for all of the existing case reports, so should not be
changed unless the crime has changed (e.g., aggravated assault has now become a
homicide). The Purpose field allows you to indicate the nature (type) of this supplement
(e.g., witness statement, recovered property).
Optional [LOC] and associated location fields do not affect the location of the incident,
which is recognized only on the primary incident report. These fields are provided for
occasions when the location where the supplemental information was gathered is
important.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. This illustration
shows nonsense from the test system. Your section, if present, will be meaningful.
The REPORT section pertains to this report only. Report PIN as the author of this
supplemental report is required information. If you enter "N" (for Now) in any of the date
fields, the current system date fills in. The Non-Disclosure check-box flags the report so the
report can be excluded by whatever external interface requires suppression based on nondisclosure. Use of this flag is up to your agency.
Approved Date and Approve PIN may be entered here if allowed by system configuration;
usually this information is provided by the Case Management approval process.
The CASE section pertains to the entire case. Status and Disposition, along with who set
them, can be entered here or be set in Case Management during the review process. The
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most recent entry is the one carried by the case; that is, if the status or disposition changes
on this supplemental report, the new values are applied to the case and will be displayed in
this section on any report in the case. Status Date and Dispo Date default to today's date
but can be changed.

The STATE REPORTING section is different for every State. Oregon IBR fields are illustrated
above. Requirements applicable to your agency have been provided in training and in the
printed user's guide.
When you click [Save] to save the data in the database, the page refreshes displaying the
data that was saved. The top of the navigation tree (SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT) changes to
the case number with the system entry number of this supplement appended. The
navigation tree is enabled so you can access the other pages. You can attach media to the
supplemental report (as opposed to a component) by the Multimedia Summary page or by
using the context menu available by right-mouse click on the tree top.

Retrieving an Existing Supplement
An existing supplemental incident report can be obtained in 2 ways:

(1) Display the primary incident report in the Incident entry form and click the supplement's
entry under the Supplement branch in the navigation tree. The supplement is identified by
system-assigned entry number, supplement date, and author PIN and name.

(2) Choose Retrieve Report from the Incident option on the main menu. This produces the
Incident Report Locator search form. Find the supplement of interest in the resulting list of
retrieved reports and display it.
In addition to the standard action buttons at the bottom of the form, there is the [View
Case] button that will bring up the primary incident report in its own entry form. That is, it
works only if the primary incident report has already been entered; supplements may be
entered first. Do not confuse the [View Case] button with the [Switch to Case View] button
that gives you a perspective on the entire case.

ADDING
ENTITIES

New entities—name, vehicle, property and offense—are added to the case in a
supplemental report using essentially the same entry page as for the primary incident
report. One major difference is that names, vehicles and property that already exist in the
case because they were entered in a prior report can be retrieved and modified in a
supplement. This is particularly useful for adding an arrest and entering recovered property.
You will notice the [Exist] button has been added to the name, vehicle and property pages
when used during supplement entry. Illustrated here is the [Exist] button on the name
page.
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Used only on supplements

The reason for the [Exist] button is to link this instance of the entity to the first instance so
the system will know this is the same entity—not a new one. For example when you arrest
a suspect entered into an earlier report you would use [Exist] to import the name
information and update it as necessary. The importance of linking the same entities
becomes apparent in statistical reports including the reporting of crimes to the State (UCR
or IBR).
Click [Exist] to access a list of all of the like entities already existing in the case. In this
illustration, all names are listed.

The Code column in this Lookup list is the system-assigned entry number attached to the
name. The Description column concatenates the involvement code with the name (in this
illustration). Description text for existing vehicles and property are a concatenation of data
elements sufficient for identification.
If the list is exceedingly long you can search the Description column by first setting
description as the sort order (click on the column caption) then entering the search text in
the field at the lower left; click [Find] to position the list at the first instance of matching
text.
Highlight the entity of choice and click [Select] or double-click on the entity entry to
complete the action. The Entry No field value in your supplement will be set to the Code
column value (i.e., the same as the Entry No in the prior report). The rest of the entry page
fills in with existing information, which can be modified. Use [Save] to put this entity in the
supplement navigation tree.
Should you not find the entity you are entering, [Cancel] and proceed to enter as a new
entity.
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NOTE: only new offenses can be added. Modification to existing offenses must be done in
the report that entered the offense.

INCIDENT RETRIEVAL
This Incident Report Record Locator form can be invoked either by the [Find] button on the
Incident entry form or by selecting Incident->Retrieve Report from the main menu. Its
purpose is to retrieve an existing report (primary or supplement) for data entry purposes. It
is not intended as a general query mechanism.

Search criteria are entered at the top with retrieved reports listed below in CANDIDATE
RECORDS. The form opens with the Agency field set to your agency. In multi-agency
systems, you may change the agency code or remove it, security permitting.
The other fields (except for date range and narrative) will take the wildcard characters
defined under “Wildcard” in Appendix A. Last Name and First Name pertain to involved
names. Vehicle License searches all involved vehicles for a match. Narrative Key Phrase
searches narrative text for a match on the word or phrase you enter; the system
automatically applies the % wildcard before and after your entry so please do not use that
character in the phrase.
[Search] sends the request to the server and the progress bar runs while waiting to receive
data from the server. If the search criteria was too broad (that is, too many reports were
found) you may receive a pop-up message saying that you need to narrow the search by
changing the criteria. Use [Clear] to clear the form to start another search.
Retrieved reports are listed in number order. You can change the order by clicking on a
column header to sort the list by that column value. The Supp column contains the system
entry number of a supplemental report; if blank, the report is the primary incident report.
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Either double click on an entry in the list or highlight it and click [Display] to display the
report in the entry form.
When you access this record locator from the [Find] button on the incident entry form, it is
linked to the entry form so, when the entry form closes so does the associated record
locator. When accessed from the main menu, the record location is independent of a
specific entry form so remains displayed until explicitly closed with [Quit] or the [x] at the
upper right.
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FIELD CONTACT (FI)
Fi FACE
PAGE

The general layout of the Field Contact Report entry form is described in the “Shared
Features” section. It opens with a blank face page that may show default City, State, Zip
Code and County, if so configured. Data elements required for saving in the database are
colored yellow; these are Agency, FI Number, Date and Time, and Report PIN (reporting
officer’s identification number). If Agency is locked because of system configuration or
security, the acceptable agency code is displayed. The FI Number may be locked, also, if the
system is configured to automatically assign a number, which is often the case.

Entering a Case Number relates this field contact to the incident. The incident will appear
under Related Reports on the navigation tree, as will any other reports in the system
carrying the same case number.
The CAD Event Number relates this field contact to a particular CAD event. If the system
has access to CAD data, you can double-click on the field caption to bring up the event
details in the CFS Details form.
The other three rows in the top section capture location and geographic breakdown. Please
see ‘Shared Features” for details about entering data into the [LOC] field.
The REASON FOR CONTACT scrolling text region is the only narrative capability provided for
a field contact report. Spell checking is applied so see the write-up under Incident Report
for a description of the spell check feature.
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The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. Your section, if
present, will differ entirely from the simple test configuration illustrated above.
In the SUBMISSION section, Report PIN as the author of the report is required information.
If you enter "N" (for Now) in any of the date fields the current system date fills in. The NonDisclosure check-box flags the report so the report can be excluded by whatever external
interface requires suppression based on non-disclosure. Use of this flag is up to your
agency. Approved Date and Approve PIN may be entered here if allowed by system
configuration or may be provided by the Case Management approval process if field
contacts are subject to review.
The action buttons at the bottom of the form are described in the “Shared Features”
section.
When you click [Save] to save the data in the database, the page refreshes displaying the
data that was saved. The top of the navigation tree (FIELD CONTACT) changes to the FI
Number. The navigation tree is enabled so you can access the other pages. You can add
media to the report itself (as opposed to a component) by the Multimedia Summary page or
by using the context menu available by right-mouse click on the tree top.

NAME PAGE

An unlimited number of names can be entered. The names can be a mix of persons and
businesses. Click Names on the navigation tree to access the blank Name Detail form. Click
a name entry under the Names tree node to recall an existing name, as shown below.
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The picture at the upper right is the key photo image attached to the name via the Add
Media feature discussed in the “Shared Features” section.
The Juvenile check-box is used to determine juvenile status because the juvenile age range
may vary by state and/or date of birth (DOB) is unknown.
The Non-Disclosure check-box, when present and checked, may suppress this name from
appearing on certain reports and from being exported to external systems.
The Add to MNI check-box defaults to checked because most names should be added to the
master name index. Some names are automatically excluded from the master name index
(such as SUBJECT, UNKNOWN, ANONYMOUS, or blank) but there may be others you wish to
exclude by un-checking this box.
For details on entering [NAME], addresses phone numbers and identification numbers
please see the “Shared Features” section near the beginning of this document. Your system
may have been configured to default City, State and Zip Code. These default values should
be revised as necessary for the address. They are not saved if no address is entered.
Likewise, the [MNI], [PIN] and [SIGN] buttons are explained in the “Shared Features”
section.
In the illustration, the [VACIN] button denotes the interface to the Virginia Criminal
Information Network. If your agency is not in Virginia but has a comparable interface, you
will see a different caption on the button but it's function will be the same. The button gives
options to perform the implemented transactions with the State.
If you know the person's date of birth enter it into the DOB field. Age is calculated based on
the date of the report. If DOB is not known, you can enter an estimated age or age range.
In the EMPLOYMENT / SCHOOL section you can enter (as the title suggests) the person’s
employer or school the person attends. This information is added as a separate name to the
master name index so can be searched like any other name. This name is linked to the
person's name with the relationship of EMPLOYER.
COMMENT allows unlimited amount of text for additional description or notes. The
automatic spell checking applied to this scrolling text region is described in the “Narrative”
section under “Incident.”
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. This illustration
shows only one test check-. Your section, if present, will be entirely different.
Use [Save] at the bottom of the form to commit this name to the database. The form
refreshes to display the data saved and the name appears under the Name node in the
navigation tree. You can attach additional information using the context menu accessed by
right-mouse click on the name entry in the tree. Please see “Adding Optional Data to an
Entry” section under “Shared Features.”
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To enter a new name, either click [Clear] or click on the Names branch of the navigation
tree. Either action clears the form in preparation of a new name. If you have two people
that live at the same address and share the same phone number, clear the form before
adding the second person. Under no circumstance use the display of one person, change
some fields, [Save] and expect the second person to be introduced; you will have updated
the first person, instead.

VEHICLE
PAGE

Click Vehicles on the navigation tree to access the vehicle entry page. Any number of
vehicles may be entered.

The three lines of data entry fields illustrated in the VEHICLE DETAIL section represent the
fields for water craft. This is one of the morphing forms described in the “Morphing Forms”
section of “Shared Features.” The entry fields for an automobile or airplane will be quite
different—in fact, the automobile configuration is the default for an empty page. Therefore,
the Category field is key to entering the appropriate information. The codes listed when
you press <F1> while in the Category field convey the type of vehicle to the system so the
form can be configured appropriately.
The COMMENT/DESCRIPTION scrolling text region provides automatic spell checking. See
“Narrative” under “Incident” for the spell checker write-up.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. The illustration
shows two text fields bit your section, if present, will be entirely different.
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In the RELATED NAMES section you can relate this vehicle to names in the report as an
alternative method to the Relationships entry page (as described in the “Shared Features”
section).
Use [Save] at the bottom of the form to retain this data in the database. The form refreshes
to display the data saved and the vehicle appears under the Vehicle node in the navigation
tree. You can attach caution/alert notes or images to the vehicle from the context menu
accessed by right-mouse click on the vehicle entry in the tree. More on this feature in the
“Shared Features” section.
Use [Clear] or click on the Vehicles branch in the navigation tree to initialize the form for
entry of another vehicle. Click on a vehicle entry under the Vehicles branch to recall vehicle
data.

REST OF
THE TREE

The rest of the branches on the FI navigation tree have all been described in the “Shared
Features” section.

Relationships
The Relationships page is described under “Entity Relationships.”

Report Completion, Report Management, Related Reports
These topics are discussed under their respective sections.

Multimedia Summary
Multimedia Summary is touched upon in “Add Media” under “Adding Optional Data to an
Entity” section.
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ACCIDENT (CALIFORNIA)
This accident module is designed to reproduce the California Highway Patrol accident forms
(555, 555D, 556). This write-up assumes the reader has a working knowledge of the CHP
accident reporting requirements.
The general form layout is consistent with the “RMS Entry Form Layout” described in the
“Shared Features” section. The entry page layouts however try to conform somewhat to
the CHP paper report page layouts so entry of persons and vehicles depart significantly from
the EIS standard. Code fields are used for the various conditions and circumstances that are
reflected in the CHP-555 page 2 check list.

FACE PAGE

The face page captures report information such as what occurred, when, where and why.
Agency, Date and Report PIN require valid values before the data can be saved. Agency
defaults to your agency code but can be changed, security permitting. Report Number may
be disabled (as shown in the illustration) if the number is being assigned by the system.
Other agencies may expect the accident number to be entered manually.

In the location block, City, State and Zip Code may appear with default values that can be
changed. The standard [LOC] field is used to collect the various ways the CHP expects the
location to be represented. You may need to use the overlay {LOC] form to enter the
location (see “Shared Features”). The DISTRICT, SECTOR, ZONE and WATCH fields represent
four levels of geographic breakdown configured for the agency. If present on your form the
captions may be different.
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Date is a standard date field in which if you type the letter N, the current system date
appears. Time is not the usual time field formatted with a colon; enter four digits
representing hhmm, with no colon. This allows you to enter 0000 when time is unknown.
If the Primary Collision Factor indicates a vehicle code violation then enter the violation
code in the VC Section field. Enter the number you assigned to the violating party in the
Party field and check the box if a citation was issued.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not the Agency has deemed it necessary to collect information not otherwise
handled in the module. Up to nine (9) check-boxes, taking 3 rows, can be defined with an
explanatory text field attached to the last check-box in each row. Up to 5 text fields of
varying sizes can be defined on the bottom line. Your section, if present, will be entirely
different.
In the SUBMISSION section, Report PIN identifies the officer or deputy who wrote the
report.. If you enter "N" (for Now) in the Date Filed field or any of the other date fields the
current system date fills in. The Non-Disclosure check-box flags the report so this citation
can be excluded by whatever external interface requires suppression based on nondisclosure. Use of this flag is up to your agency. Approved Date and Approve PIN may be
entered here if allowed by system configuration or may be provided by the Case
Management approval process if citations are subject to review.
The action buttons at the bottom of the form are described in “Shared Features.”
When you click [Save] to save the data in the database, the page refreshes displaying the
data that was saved. The top of the navigation tree (CHP-555) changes to the accident
number. The navigation tree is enabled so you can access the other pages. The context
menu for the report is now available by right-mouse click on the tree top so you can add
media to the accident report.

PARTY
PAGE

This page is for entering an entity that was a party to the accident. A party can be a vehicle
with a driver, a vehicle without a driver or a person without a vehicle. Witnesses and people
riding in an involved vehicle are not parties; they are entered in the next page. An unlimited
number of parties can be entered. Each one must be distinguished by a unique Party No.
When the party is a driver of a vehicle, fill out both the PARTY and the VEHICLE sections.
Indicate Driver in the button set under Party No. If the party is a parked vehicle, indicate
Parked Vehicle in the button set under Party No and skip the rest of the data elements in
the PARTY section. When only a person is involved, indicate Pedestrian, Bicyclist or Other
in the button set under Party No, fill out the PARTY section fields and skip the VEHICLE
section.
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The [OLN] field is an expandable identification entry field, which is discussed in “Shared
Required
sequence number
Role of the party
Person if not a
parked vehicle

Features” write-up. Likewise, you will find directions for entering into the [NAME], [HOME]
and [PHONE] number fields in “Shared Features.” Your system may have been configured to
default City, State and Zip Code. These default values should be revised as necessary for
the address.
The [MNI] and [Sign] buttons also have been described in “Shared Features.”
If you know the person's date of birth enter it into the DOB field. Age is calculated based on
the date of the report. If DOB is not known, you can enter an estimated age or leave the
field blank.
The first row of vehicle fields in the VEHICLE section is for entering the involved vehicle. The
second set of vehicle fields is for entering a towed vehicle. The Type field at the far right is
for the CHP vehicle type code so you may want to use the <F1> selection list.
If the registered owner is the driver, check the Same as Driver check box. Name and
address are not copied into these fields from the information above, but the CHP-555 report
will have the corresponding check box checked.
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The oval at the right representing a conventional vehicle has check boxes for indicating
damaged areas. Checked boxes are translated into shaded areas on the CHP-555.
When the vehicle qualifies for the CHP-555D report add information into the 555D TRUCK /
BUS COLLISION SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT section.
Use [Save] at the bottom of the form to commit this party to the database. The page
refreshes to display the data saved and the entry appears under the Parties navigation tree
branch as party number, license plate number and name.
[Clear] initializes the form for entry of another party.
The [Q] buttons associated with name and vehicle will be visible if an interface to the State
information system has been implemented. The [Q] button to the right of [NAME] brings up
the Query Person window for submitting a general person query to the State. The [Q]
button at the right of the first vehicle line brings up the Query Vehicle window for
submitting a general vehicle query to the State. Response messages from the State return
via the INBOX.

INJURED/
WITNESS/
PASSENGER

The persons identified on this page include: (1) Injured--any person who has incurred an
injury or complains of pain as a result of the accident; (2) Witness--a non-injured, noninvolved person; and (3) Passenger--a non-injured, involved person.
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An injured person may have been entered already on the Parties page. If so, click the [Party
List] button to select the Party entry. This will copy the Party No and name information into
this page. Seat Position in Vehicle may be set to 1 if the injured person was identified as
the driver of a vehicle. Now all you have to do is fill in the injury information.
For witness, check the Witness Only box and enter the number the reporting officer
assigned to this witness for reference purposes. Then fill out the name information.
A passenger is indicated by a check in the Passenger Only box. Enter the Party No
associated with the vehicle in which he/she is a passenger along with the Seat Position in
Vehicle. Fill in the name information.
If not pulling the name from the party list, you may use the [MNI] button to import known
name information from the master name index (see “Shared Features”).
Use [Save] at the bottom of the form to commit this data to the database. The form
refreshes to display the data saved and the entry tree showing association, party number
and name appears under the Injured/Witness/Passenger branch of the navigation tree.
[Clear] initializes the pate for entry of another entry.
The [Q] button will be visible if an interface to the State information system has been
implemented. This button brings up the Query Person window for submitting a general
person query to the State. Response messages from the State return via the INBOX.
Currently, only one property damage record can be entered for an accident

PROPERTY
DAMAGE

Fill in the blanks and click [Save].
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DIAGRAM

Until a diagram is created, this page comes up blank with only the [Draw] button in the
upper left corner. Click [Draw] to bring up the Diagram Designer window containing the
design palette with drawing tools on the tool bar across the top and a stack of image groups
down the left side. Once a diagram has been saved (using the File->Save menu option), it
appears in the diagram form and can be edited by bringing it up in the Diagram Designer
window, as shown below.

Images
Expand the groups on the left and scroll through the offerings until you find the image you
want. Drag and drop the image onto the palette with the left mouse button. The image
with focus can be moved; it has corner and side markers for sizing and a circle above it for
rotating

Tool Bar
File
Save--Copies palette display onto underlying Diagram form
Save and Exit--Copies palette display onto underlying Diagram form and closes the
Diagram Designer window.
Print, Print Preview--Do not work.
Exit--Closes the Diagram Designer window without saving.
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Use this selector tool to transition from one object to another. Hold <Ctrl> down
while selecting objects to select multiples.

Select one of the line tools, move the cursor to the starting palette position. If working with
the straight line (leftmost tool), while holding the left mouse button down move the cursor
to draw a line then release the mouse button to terminate the straight line. Repeat the
action to draw multiple discrete lines. Right mouse click to terminate the action.
If working with the angle-line tool (in the middle), left mouse click at the starting position
(do not hold button down) and move the cursor to draw a line, which terminates with
another left click. Move the cursor again to continue the line in another direction,
terminating the segment but not the action with a left mouse click. When done drawing
contiguous line segments, right mouse click to terminate the action. You have a sequence of
lines with angle joints.
The right-angle line tool (rightmost tool of the set) draws discrete vertical and horizontal
lines Position the cursor at the starting position, hold the left mouse button down while
moving the cursor then release to terminate the line. Repeat the action to draw multiple
discrete lines. Right mouse click to terminate the action.

Four out of five in this set of tools draws opaque shapes that are color filled. You have two
rectangular boxes--one with square corners and one with rounded corners. Two free form
shape tools where the shape is created by joined straight lines with one tool and curved line
segments with the other tool; both start with a left mouse click and the shape forms as you
move the cursor and left click. Use the right mouse button to terminate the action,
completing the shape.
The curved-line tool (fourth from the left) works like the angle-line tool described above.
Left mouse click at the starting position and move the cursor to draw a line, which
terminates with another left click. Move the cursor again to continue the line in another
direction, terminating the segment but not the action with a left mouse click. When done
drawing contiguous line segments, right mouse click to terminate the action. You have a
sequence of lines with curved joints.

This tool allows you to draw a box for entering text.

This opens the properties list so you can modify some of the appearance properties and
behavior of the Diagram Designer. Common candidates for change are fill color for shapes
and font properties for text boxes.
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Action
Group--Makes the selected objects a group that can be manipulated as a single object.
UnGroup--Breaks a group into its constituent parts.
Bring Forward--Makes the selected object appear to be on top of other objects.
SendBack--Makes the selected object appear to be behind other objects.
Cut--Removes the object from the palette and puts it in the clipboard.
Copy--Puts a copy of the selected object in the clipboard.
Paste--If an appropriate object is in the clipboard, it is placed on the palette.
Select All--Selects all objects on the palette.

SUPPLEMENT

System required data elements for an accident supplemental report are Report Pin, Date
Filed and Supp No (which is system assigned when saved).
CHP requirements are represented by the check boxes and fields in the top section.

In the narrative entry scrolling region, basic word processing functions are provided on the
menu and tool bar. Spell checking is done automatically by the spell checker (see
“Narrative” under “Incident”).
The [Standard Text] button may give you a list of templates and standard text segments to
insert into your narrative at the current cursor position. These excerpts, if available, have
been entered by an administrator using the RMS Manager application. Once inserted into
your narrative, you can edit as desired.
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Pasting text (and images) from an outside source, such as Microsoft Word or Outlook, may
give an unexpected result on printouts. After pasting and saving the narrative, you might
preview the printout using the [Print] button in the lower left corner of the form. If the
printout shows a problem, the pasted part may need to be removed or revised.
Click [Save] to save the supplemental report. The action buttons at the bottom of the form
are described in “Shared Features.”

REST OF
THE TREE

The rest of the branches on the FI navigation tree have all been described in the “Shared
Features” section.

Relationships
The Relationships page is described under “Entity Relationships.”

Report Completion, Report Management, Related Reports
These topics are discussed under their respective sections.

Multimedia Summary
Multimedia Summary is touched upon in “Add Media” under “Adding Optional Data to an
Entity” section.
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CITATION
FACE PAGE

The layout of the citation entry form is described “Shared Features.” The blank face page
that appears initially may show default City, State, Zip Code and County, if so configured.
Data elements required for saving in the database are colored yellow; these are Agency,
Citation Type, Issued Date and Time, and Report PIN (reporting officer’s identification
number). If Agency is locked because of system configuration or security, the acceptable
agency code is displayed.

Citation Type determines whether or not the Citation Number is assigned automatically by
the system or if it can be entered. When you enter a type code configured for automatic
number assignment, the next field (Citation Number) is disabled and the cursor moves into
the Issued Date field. Also, if citation management is in effect for certain types of citations,
you cannot enter the citation but must use [Find] to retrieve it. The Citation Management
User's Guide discusses that feature.
Entering a Case Number relates this citation to the incident. The incident will appear under
Related Reports on the navigation tree, as will any other reports in the system carrying the
same case number.
The CAD Event Number relates this citation to a particular CAD event. If the system has
access to CAD data, you can double-click on the field caption to bring up the event details in
the CFS Details form.
The other three rows in the top section capture location and geographic breakdown. Please
see “Shared Features” for details about entering data into the [LOC] field.
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The COMMENTS scrolling text region is the only narrative capability provided for a citation.
The spell checking feature is described in “Narrative” under “Incident.”
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. Your section, if
present, will differ entirely from the simple test configuration illustrated above.
In the REPORT section, Report PIN identifies the officer or deputy who wrote the citation..
If you enter "N" (for Now) in the Date Filed field or any of the other date fields the current
system date fills in. The Non-Disclosure check-box flags the report so this citation can be
excluded by whatever external interface requires suppression based on non-disclosure. Use
of this flag is up to your agency. Approved Date and Approve PIN may be entered here if
allowed by system configuration or may be provided by the Case Management approval
process if citations are subject to review.
The action buttons at the bottom of the form are described in the “Shared Features”
section.
When you click [Save] to save the data in the database, the page refreshes displaying the
data the was saved. The top of the navigation tree (CITATION) changes to show the citation
number and type. The navigation tree is enabled so you can access the other pages. You
can add media to the citation itself (as opposed to an entity) by the Multimedia Summary
page or by using the context menu available by right-mouse click on the tree top.

Offense

REST OF
THE TREE

The Offense page looks and acts like the Offense page discussed under “Incident” except no
state reporting block will appear.

Name, Vehicle
The Name and Vehicle pages look and act like corresponding pages described under “Field
Contact.”

Relationships
The Relationships page is described in “Entity Relationships” under “Shared Features.”

Report Completion, Report Management, Related Reports
These topics are discussed in their respective sections under “Shared Features.”

Multimedia Summary
Multimedia Summary is touched upon in “Add Media” under “Adding Optional Data to an
Entity” in the “Shared Features” section.
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WARRANT
FACE PAGE

The layout of the warrant entry form is described in the “Shared Features” section. The
blank face page that appears initially will show only the Received Date as the system date
but may be changed. The data elements required for saving are colored yellow and include
Agency, Warrant Number and Issue Date. If Agency is locked because of system
configuration or security, the acceptable agency code is displayed. When Warrant Number
is blocked, as shown below, it is because the number is being assigned by the system.

Selecting Warrant Type from the <F1> selection list populates the adjacent Type Code
Description field. Selecting Court ORI from the <F1> selection list populates the adjacent
Court field but if the ORI is not known or available Court can be typed in.
Agency Case Number will relate this warrant to all reports in RMS that carry the same case
number. You will see them listed in the navigation tree under Related Reports as soon as
you [Save] this face page.
Status is very important because the RMS warrant data can be queried from a number of
different sources, including CAD, wherein only active warrants are sought.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. If present, it will
certainly be different from the above illustration.
The action buttons at the bottom of the form are described in the “Shared Features”
section.
When you click [Save] to save the data in the database, the page refreshes displaying the
data that was saved. The top of the navigation tree (WARRANT) changes to show the
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warrant number and type. The navigation tree is enabled so you can access the other
pages. You can add media to the warrant itself (as opposed to the name) by the Multimedia
Summary page or by using the context menu available by right-mouse click on the tree top.

State Interface
For some states or counties, EIS has implemented an interface wherein you can enter a
warrant into the State directly from the warrant entry module (via button on the Name
page). The entry form for transmitting to the State/County draws whatever data is available
from the data entered in this module--primarily data entered in the face, offense, name and
optional data pages. Each implementation is different but some of the commonly included
data elements on the face are: Warrant Number, File Number, Bail Amount, Issue Date,
Orig. Agency ORI, Agency Case Number, Extradition Limit, Offense Level and Original
Offense NCIC code.

OFFENSE
PAGE

Click Offenses on the navigation tree to access the blank Warrant Offense Detail page. Any
number of offenses can be added to the warrant but the one with Primary Offense checked
is the one sent to the State when the warrant is entered into the State database, if this
capability has been implemented.

Violation / Statute is the first field to enter. Because the violation code is validated against
the crime code table maintained by your administrator, you must enter a code from the
drop-down list that appears when you start typing into the field or use <F1> to access the
pop-up crime code selection form and pick an entry from the list (see “<F1> Selection in
“Shared Features”). When you <Tab> out of the Violation / Statute field, other fields may
fill in if their values were associated with the crime code. Violation Description will be
populated from the crime code table but may be revised in this page. Sometimes the Level,
Degree, and NCIC Code may appear.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. The illustration
contains a single check box just to demonstrate the section's presence.
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NAME
PAGE

Click the Name branch in the navigation tree to enter the name data for the warrant
subject. Once entered, the Name branch becomes the name of the warrant subject because
only one name can be on the warrant. To recall the name data, click the person's name on
the navigation tree and the data will be displayed as shown below.

The Add to MNI check-box defaults to checked so this person will be added to the master
name index.
In the illustration, the [VACIN] button denotes the interface to the Virginia Criminal
Information Network. If your agency is not in Virginia but has a comparable interface, you
will see a different caption on the button but it's function will be the same. The button gives
options to perform the implemented transactions with the State. To enter this warrant into
the State/NCIC warrant database you need to completely enter the warrant and then select
Entry from the options provided by this button to open the EW transaction overlay form.
Entering name data into the warrant name page is like entering name data into any of the
RMS modules. The buttons and composite fields work the same as described for the Field
Contact name page. The only exception is that when DOB is entered, Age is calculated
based on the warrant issue date.
Use [Save] at the bottom of the form to commit this name to the database. The form
refreshes to display the data saved and the name replaces the Name branch in the
navigation tree. You can attach additional information using the context menu accessed by
right-mouse click on the name entry in the tree. The name context menu options are
discussed in “Adding Optional Data to an Entity” in the “Shared Features” section.
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ASSIGNMENT/
SERVICE

Select Assignment/Service in the navigation tree to open this page. The top half is for
entering or viewing the person assigned to serve the warrant.

You can either enter successful service information into the SERVICE section OR enter the
activity that resulted in service in the Activity Log page (next). Either way, the database is
updated accordingly and the service information is displayed here.
Likewise, when the subject is arrested you can either enter the information into the ARREST
section OR enter the activity that resulted in arrest in the Activity Log page. Either way, the
database is updated accordingly and the arrest information appears here.
Deleting data on this page is a little tricky. The [Delete] button has no effect so the sections
have to be cleared manually then saved with the [Save] button. [Clear] only clears the
SERVICE ASSIGNMENT section. Deleting the activity log entry for the service and/or arrest
only removes the activity log record and does not remove the corresponding information
from the warrant. You need to clear the fields in each section individually before saving.
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The activity log keeps track of warrant service attempts and any other activities related to
this warrant. This page has entry fields at the top with a chronological list of prior activities
below.

Service is a code denoting the type of activity. Result is the outcome. Agency, PIN and
Name identifies who performed the activity.
Saving a new activity adds it to the ACTIVITY HISTORY list. Double click on a line in the list
to display it in the fields at the top. Use [Clear] to clear the entry fields in preparation for
entering another activity. [Delete] removes the activity entry from the list and the
database.
NOTE: The Result code denoting "served" or "arrest" sets data values in the warrant record
in addition to an activity log entry. You will see when you switch to the Assignment/Service
page that the SERVED or ARREST section is populated with the data entered as an activity
log entry.

ACTIVITY
LOG
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Optional data is primarily information to be included in the transaction that enters the
warrant in the State and/or NCIC warrant system, which is useful if an interface to the State
system has been implement for your agency.

OPTIONAL
DATA

Because the requirements for each State (and sometimes counties within the State) vary so
widely, there is no specific information to be given here. The page is pretty much selfexplanatory.
The [VACIN] button shown denotes the interface to the Virginia Criminal Information
Network. If your agency is not in Virginia but has a comparable interface, you will see a
different caption on the button but it's function will be the same. On this page, this button
only supports inquiry into the State's database. To enter the warrant into the State's
warrant system you need to use the corresponding button on the Name page.
The [Delete] button at the bottom of the entry form deletes only the vehicle information.
To delete the Miscellaneous Text (MIS) statement, clear the field and [Save].
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REST OF
THE TREE

The rest of the branches on the Warrant navigation tree have all been described in the
“Shared Features” section.

Multimedia Summary
Multimedia Summary is touched upon in “Add Media” under “Adding Optional Data to an
Entity” section.

Related Reports
Related Reports is discussed in the “Related Reports” write-up.
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PROTECTION ORDER
FACE PAGE

Clicking PROTECT on the toolbar invokes this form for entering particulars about the court
order. The layout of the Protection Order entry form is described briefly in the “Shared
Features” section. The blank face page that appears initially will show the Date Received as
the system date but may be changed. Required data elements shown in yellow include
Agency, Order Number, Order Type, Date Issued and Date Received. If Agency is locked
because of system configuration or security, the acceptable agency code is displayed. When
Order Number is blocked, it is because the number is being assigned by the system.

Date Received defaults to the current system date but may be changed.
Agency Case Number will relate this order to all reports in RMS that carry the same case
number. You will see them listed in the navigation tree under Related Reports as soon as
you [Save] this face page.
If you enter a CAD event number in the CAD Event No field and if CAD data is available, you
can view the CAD event by double-clicking on the field caption (in red).
The information in the SERVICE section can be entered here. However, the first line will be
overwritten when an activity entered into the Activity Log indicates the order has been
served.
Status is used to indicate whether or not the order is currently active.
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The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. If present, it will
certainly be different from the above illustration.
The action buttons at the bottom of the form are described in the “Shared Features”
section.
When you click [Save] to save the data in the database, the page refreshes displaying the
data that was saved. The top of the navigation tree (PROTECTION ORDER) changes to show
the order number and type. The navigation tree is enabled so you can access the other
pages. You can add media to the warrant itself (as opposed to the name) by the Multimedia
Summary page or by using the context menu available by right-mouse click on the tree top.

RESTRAINED
PERSON

Only one person can be entered as the restrained person. Click Restrained on the
navigation tree to access the blank Name page. After you save this name, the Restrained
branch on the navigation tree changes to this person's name.
The picture at the upper right is the key photo image attached to the name via the Add
Media feature described under “Adding Optional Data to an Entity” in the “Shared Features”
section.

The Involvement field that appears on most of the Name pages in other modules is absent
here because involvement is set to R ( for restrained) by the system.
The Add to MNI check-box defaults to checked because most names should be added to the
master name index. Uncheck this box if for some reason you wish to exclude this name
from the master name index.
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The mechanics of entering name data in this page is the same as for all RMS name pages.
You can see the Field Contact name page write-up for more details.
Age is calculated based on the date the order was issued, if you enter DOB.
Use [Save] at the bottom of the form to commit this name to the database. The form
refreshes to display the data saved and the restrained person's name replaces the
Restrained branch in the navigation tree. You can attach additional information using the
context menu accessed by right-mouse click on the name entry in the tree. The name
context menu options are discussed in “Shared Features.”

PROTECTED
PERSONS

An unlimited number of names can be entered. Click Protected on the navigation tree to
access the blank Name data entry page. Click a name entry under the Protected tree branch
to recall an existing name, as shown below.
The picture at the upper right is the key photo image attached to the name via the Add
Media feature discussed under “Adding Optional Data to an Entity” in “Shared Features.”

The Involvement field must contain P for the principal person named as "protected" on the
protection order. Additional protected people are entered with the involvement code of POTHER.
The mechanics of entering name data in this page is the same as for all RMS name pages.
You can see the Field Contact name page write-up for guidance should you need it.
When you enter DOB, Age is calculated based on the date the order was issued.
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Use [Save] at the bottom of the form to commit this name to the database. The form
refreshes to display the data saved and the name appears under the Protected brancy in the
navigation tree. You can attach additional information using the context menu accessed by
right-mouse click on the name entry in the tree. The name context menu options are
discussed under “Adding Optional Data to an Entity” in the “Shared Features” section.
The displayed name can be deleted with the [Delete] button. [Clear] clears the fields on this
page in preparation for entry of another name.

ACTIVITY
LOG

The activity log keeps track of follow-up activities regarding this protection order. This page
has entry fields at the top with a chronological list of prior activities below.

Date of Activity is required for saving the record in the database. Activity is a code
indicating what action was taken. Result is the outcome. Agency, PIN and Name identifies
who performed the activity.
Saving a new activity adds it to the ACTIVITY HISTORY list. Double click on a line in the list
to display it in the fields at the top. Use [Clear] to clear the entry fields in preparation for
entering another activity. [Delete] removes the activity entry from the list and the
database.
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VIOLATIONS

The violations page is provided in case the Agency wishes to track protection order
violations. Click the Violation branch on the navigation tree to enter a new protection order
violation. There is no limit to the number of violations that can be entered.

Date and Time and Agency are required for saving a violation. Agency Name fills in after
entering Agency code. Unlike the face page, Agency Case No does not link to other
modules with the same case number.
When you [Save] the violation record, the page refreshes with the data just saved and the
violation date and time appear under Violations in the navigation tree. Click on an existing
violation entry in the tree to display the details in this page. Use [Delete] to remove the
violation from the database and the navigation tree. [Clear] blanks the entry fields.

Vehicles

REST OF
THE TREE

Entry into the Vehicles entry page is the same as vehicle entry in Field Contact.

Relationship, Related Reports
These topics are described in the “Shared Features” section.

Multimedia Summary
Multimedia Summary is touched upon in “Add Media” under “Adding Optional Data to an
Entity” in the “Shared Features” section.
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PERMIT
FACE PAGE

Initiate entry of a permit by clicking the PERMIT tool on the toolbar. The layout of this entry
page is described in the “Shared Features” section. Data elements required for saving a
permit are Agency, Permit Number, Permit Type and [Name]. If Agency is locked because
of system configuration or security, the acceptable agency code is displayed. When Permit
Number is blocked, it is because the number is being assigned by the system, as illustrated.

The top line collects significant dates and the Fee. The second line applies when the permit
is denied.
This face page differs from the general in that the name on the permit is the focal point so
appears at the top of the navigation tree when the face page is saved. Entering the name
data, starting with the SUBJECT section, is the same as for any other name page in RMS.
More explanation can be found in the “Name Page” write-up under “Field Contact.”
Permit subject details deviate a bit in that there is no first line with Entry No and
Involvement. Being the only name allowed precludes the need involvement and systemassigned entry number defaults to 1. The State interface button and the signature button-[SIGN]-- appear after the name is saved with the [Save] button.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section, if present, contains fields for capturing additional
information pertaining to the name associated with the permit. This information is optional
so will be present only if your agency configured check box or text fields for this purpose.
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[Delete] removes the permit, name and all other associated data from the database.
[Clear] prepares the form for a new permit. The other buttons at the bottom of the form
are discussed in the “Shared Features” section.

Vehicles
Entry into the Vehicles entry page is the same as vehicle entry in Field Contact.

Multimedia Summary

REST OF
THE TREE

Multimedia Summary is touched upon in “Add Media” under “Adding Optional Data to an
Entity” in the “Shared Features” section.
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MAJOR CRIME REGISTRANT (MCR)
FACE PAGE

Clicking MCR on the main toolbar invokes this page for entering registration requirements.
The layout of the MCR entry form is described briefly in “Shared Features.”
If this is not the first time the person has registered, use [Find] to retrieve the last
registration record and change the Registration Date and any of the other fields where the
information has changed. When you [Save] this page, an entry is made in Registration
History (discussed below).

Data elements required for saving in the database include Agency and Registration
Number. If Agency is locked because of system configuration or security, the acceptable
agency code is displayed. When Registration Number is blocked, as shown above, it is
because the number is being assigned by the system.
Registration Date defaults to today's date but may be changed. After entering Frequency
the Next Registration date is calculated automatically using the values in Registration Date
and Frequency.
Agency Case Number will relate this registration to all reports in RMS that carry the same
case number. You will see them listed in the navigation tree under Related Reports as soon
as you [Save] this face page.
Optional CONVICTION information may appear on reports and can be searched in RMS
Query.
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Comments have been split into two sections. The COMMENTS - LAW ENFORCEMENT text is
not for public consumption. The COMMENTS - PUBLIC text is the politically correct version
that appears in newspapers, bulletins and/or the Agency's web site, if there is one.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. If present, it will
certainly be different from the above illustration.
The action buttons at the bottom of the form are described in “Shared Features.”
When you click [Save] to save the data in the database, the page refreshes displaying the
data that was saved. The top of the navigation tree (MCR) changes to show the MCR
number and type. The navigation tree is enabled so you can access the other pages. You
can add media to the registrant record (as opposed to the name) by the Multimedia
Summary page or by using the context menu available by right-mouse click on the tree top.
(See “Special Features.”)

SUBJECT

The registrant's personal information is entered into this page, accessed initially by the
Subject branch in the navigation tree. Once the subject record is saved the Subject node
changes to the registrant's name.

For details entering [NAME], the three phone number fields and the seven identification
number fields see the “Composite Fields” section in “Shared Features.”
The [MNI] button is used to determine if the name exists in the master name index (MNI)
and, if so, to import the data into this form. See “MNI Data Import” in “Shared Features./
In the illustration, the [CLETS] button denotes the interface to the California Law
Enforcement Telecommunications System. If your agency is not in California but has a
comparable interface, you will see a different caption on the button. Its function will be the
same. The button gives options to perform the implemented transactions with the State.
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The [SIGN] button, interfaces with a signature pad for collection the subject's signature.
More about this in the “Shared Features” section.
If you know the person's date of birth enter it into the DOB field. if Age is blank, it is
calculated based on the registration date. After the initial registration, Age is not recomputed unless you clear the Age field and <Tab> out of the DOB field again.
Use [Save] at the bottom of the form to commit this subject's name to the database. The
page refreshes to display the data saved and the Subject node changes to the registrant's
name. You can attach additional information using the context menu accessed by rightmouse click on this entry in the tree. The name context menu options are discussed in the
“Adding Optional Data to an Entity” section under “Shared Features.”

SUBJECT
ADDRESSES

The MCR module retains an history of known addresses. The Subject Addresses node in the
navigation tree invokes this entry page. Addresses already existent in the system are listed
in the PRESENT AND PAST ADDRESSES section in chronological order.

The fields at the top are for entering a new address or modifying an existing address. Date
From is the only data element required for saving an address history record. See
“Composite Fields” in the “Shared Features” section for help on using the [ADDR] field.
When the subject changes address you need to do the following:
1. Enter the new address and check the Current check box, then [Save]. It appears at
the bottom of the list.
2. Retrieve the prior current address by double-clicking its entry in the list. Enter Date
To and un-check Current, then [Save]. Date To shows up in the prior address' list entry.
When an existing address is displayed in the entry fields, you can [Delete] to remove it from
the database or [Clear] the entry fields to enter a new address.
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EMPLOYMENT/
SCHOOLS

The MCR module retains an history of employment and academic endeavors. The Subject
Employment/Schools branch in the navigation tree invokes this page. Entries already
existent in the system are listed in the PRESENT AND PAST EMPLOYMENT section in the
order in which they were entered.

The fields at the top are for adding a new entry or modifying an existing one. Date From is
the only data element required for saving a record.
For help in using the [PHONE] and [ADDR] fields, see “Composite Fields” in the “Shared
Features” section.
When the subject reports a new job or school, you need to enter the new information and
check the Current check box, then [Save]. The new entry appears at the bottom of the list.
When the subject leaves a job or school, you need to display the existing record (by double
clicking its entry in the list), enter Date To, un-check Current and [Save]; Date To shows in
the Date Ended column of the list.
With an existing entry displayed in the entry fields, you can [Delete] to remove it from the
database or [Clear] the entry fields in preparation for entering new information.

OFFENSES

Any number of offenses committed by the registrant can be entered using this page,
accessed by clicking the Offenses branch in the navigation tree.
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Violation / Statute is the first field to enter. Because the violation code is validated against
the crime code table maintained by your administrator, you must enter a code from the
drop-down list that appears when you start typing into the field or use <F1> to access the
pop-up crime code selection form and pick an entry from the list (see “Shared Features”).
When you <Tab> out of the Violation / Statute field, other fields may fill in if their values
were associated with the crime code. Violation Description will be populated from the
crime code table but may be revised in this page. Sometimes the Level and Degree may
appear.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. No additional
information was configured for MCR in the illustration above.

ACTIVITY
LOG

The activity log keeps track of follow-up activities regarding this registrant. This page has
entry fields at the top with a chronological list of prior activities below.

Date of Activity is required for saving the record in the database. Activity is a code
indicating what action was taken. Result is the outcome. Agency, PIN and Name identifies
who performed the activity.
Saving a new activity adds it to the ACTIVITY HISTORY list. Double click on a line in the list
to display it in the fields at the top. Use [Clear] to clear the entry fields in preparation for
entering another activity. [Delete] removes the activity entry from the list and the
database.

REGISTRATION
HISTORY

Each time you save a new Registration Date on the face page, a history record is written to
the MCR History log in the database. This page is accessed by clicking Registration History in
the navigation tree The page consists of a list of existing history records below the entry
fields.
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You can also enter history records here as long as you provide a Date (PIN and Name default
to the logged on user).
Double click an entry in ALL REGISTRATIONS to see it displayed in the fields above. You can
modify all but PIN and Name, then [Save] Use [Delete] to remove the history record.
[Clear] clears only the entry fields in preparation for entering a new record.

Contacts

REST OF
THE TREE

Contacts are the collection of persons that have some relationship to the registrant.
Contact information is captured in the standard “Name Page” as described in the “Field
Contact” section. There is no limit to the number of contact names you can enter.

Vehicles
Vehicles known to be associated with the registrant are entered into the standard “Vehicle
Page” as described in the “Field Contact” section. An unlimited number of vehicles can be
added.

Multimedia Summary
Multimedia Summary is covered in “Add Media” under “Adding Optional Data to an Entity”
in the “Shared Features” section.

Related Reports
Related Reports also are described in the “Shared Features” section.
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WEAPON PERMIT
FACE PAGE

Initiate entry of a weapon permit by clicking the WEAPON PERMIT tool on the main toolbar.
The layout of this entry form is described “Shared Features.”

Data elements that are required for saving in the database include Agency, Permit Number,
Permit Type and [Name]. If Agency is locked because of system configuration or security,
the acceptable agency code is displayed. When Permit Number is blocked, it is because the
number is being assigned by the system, as illustrated.
The top section collects significant information about the permit—as does the
STATUS/DISPOSITION section.
This face page differs from the general in that the name on the permit is the focal point so
appears at the top of the navigation tree when the face page is saved. The applicant’s name
data, starting in the SUBJECT section, is entered as described in the “Name Page” section of
the “Field Contact” write-up. Because only this one name pertains to the permit, the
system-assigned entry number defaults to 1 and the involvement code is not needed.
The [SIGN] button, interfaces with a signature pad for collecting the subject's signature.
This is described in the “Adding Optional Data to an Entity” section in “Shared Features.”
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section, if defined for your agency, pertains to the name—
as opposed to the permit.
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The State interface button appears after the name is saved with the [Save] button.

[Delete] removes the permit, name and all other associated data from the database.
[Clear] prepares the form for a new permit. The other buttons at the bottom of the form
are discussed under “Action Buttons” in “Shared Features.”

WEAPON

Click Weapon in the navigation tree to bring up an empty page for entering a weapon.
There is no limit to the number of weapons you can associate with this permit. The
illustration below shows a handgun entry.

The WEAPON section describes the gun using mostly NCIC codes.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION may be configured to capture training information. The
illustration above shows only a few of the nine check boxes and six text fields available for
configuration. If this section is on your weapon page it may be entirely different.
When you [Save] the weapon record, the page refreshes with the data just saved and the
gun's description (type, make and caliber) is added to the navigation tree under the Weapon
branch. You can click on the navigation tree entry to display a saved weapon record.
Use [Clear] to prepare the form for another weapon entry. Use [Delete] to remove the
displayed weapon record.

INTERVIEW
NOTES

This is a narrative page exactly like the incident narrative page. It has basic word processing
tools on the tool bar and menu and a large scrolling text region. Spell checking is done
automatically. The “Narrative” section under “Incident” discusses spell check and some
word processing capability.
The [Standard Text] option(s) may provide a template developed specifically for weapon
permit interview topics. Development of a template for this purpose is discussed in the
RMS Manager documentation. Once the template is inserted into text region, you can edit
as desired.
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TRESPASS
The Trespass module works exactly like the Field Contact module. Trespass has an
expiration date on the face page and Field Contact doesn’t but, other than some difference
in field labels and code selection lists, the two modules are the same. Therefore, please see
the “Field Contact” section for information on entering a trespass warning.

PAWN
FACE PAGE

An overview of the Pawn form layout is given in the “Shared Features” section. Selecting
PAWN from the main toolbar opens a blank face page with some of the required data
elements shown as yellow. The required data elements are Agency, Loan Number,
Transaction Type, Dealer Name and [NAME] in the PLEDGER/SELLER section.. If Agency is
locked because of system configuration or security, the acceptable agency code is displayed.
The Loan Number may be locked, also, if the system is configured to automatically assign a
number.

Dealer name and address fields are populated when you enter a Dealer Name from the
<F1> selection list. If the Dealer name is not in the selection list, notify your system
administrator so the dealer address can be added to the pawn_dealer table in the database.
In the PLEDGER/SELLER section, enter the required [NAME]. The [MNI] button is used to
determine if the name exists in the master name index (MNI) and, if so, to import the data
into this form. Both the [NAME] composite field and [MNI] button actions are described in
the “Shared Features” section.
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Entry into [ADDR], [PHONE], [OLN] and [ID] composite fields also is discussed in the “Shared
Features” section.
In the EMPLOYMENT / SCHOOL section you can enter (as the title suggests) the employer or
school the person attends. This information is added as a separate name to the master
name index so can be searched like any other name. This name is linked to the person's
name with the relationship of EMPLOYER.
Use [Save] at the bottom of the form to commit the data in this page to the database. The
page refreshes to display the data saved and the Dealer Control No along with the person’s
name appears at the top of the navigation tree, replacing the Seller label. If an interface to
the State law enforcement database has been implemented, another button labeled with
the interface code appears next to the [MNI] button. You can use this button to send a
query to the State.
Should you need to know more about the buttons at the bottom of the form, please see
“Action Buttons” in the “Shared Features” section.

PROPERTY

An unlimited number of items involved in the transaction can be entered. Click Property on
the navigation tree to access a blank entry page, as shown below.

The fields on the blank page are for a typical article. However, when you enter a code in
Item Category, the set of fields may change to better represent the category. Each category
code given in the <F1> selection list is a member of one of the groups that define the related
entry fields; these groups currently are article, jewelry, firearm, securities and drug. See
“Morphing Forms” under “Shared Features” for a description of the different field layouts.
When you click [Save], the item is added to the navigation tree and the form clears for entry
of the next item. The navigation tree entry, under the Property branch, shows the systemassigned entry number, category and enough descriptors to identify the item. Clicking on an
item entry in the tree displays the record in the Pawn Item page.
When an existing item is displayed, you can clear the page with the [Clear] button or delete
the item with the [Delete] button.
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REGISTRANT
FACE PAGE

Click the REGISTER tool on the main toolbar to access a blank Registration form. The layout
of this entry form is described in “Shared Features.”

Data elements required for saving include Agency, Registrant Number, Date Registered and
[Name]. If Agency is locked because of system configuration or security, the acceptable
agency code is displayed. When Registrant Number is blocked, it is because the number is
being assigned by the system (as shown above).
This face page is somewhat unusual in that the name associated with the registration record
is the focal point so the registrant’s name appears at the top of the navigation tree when
the face page is saved. Entering the name data, starting with the SUBJECT section, is
described in “Name Page” under the “Field Contact” section. Because only one name can be
entered, the system-assigned entry number defaults to 1 and involvement is irrelevant.
The State interface button and signature button [SIGN] appear after the name is saved with
the [Save] button.

[Delete] removes the registration record, name and all other associated data from the
database. [Clear] prepares the form for a new permit. The other buttons at the bottom of
the form are discussed the “Shared Features” section.
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Comments

REST OF
THE TREE

The Comments page is exactly like the narrative page discussed in the Incident write-up.
Please see “Narrative” under “Incident.”

Vehicle
Standard vehicle entry has been discussed in “Vehicle Page” under the “Field Contact”
section.

Multimedia Summary
Multimedia Summary supports attaching media to the registration record. This is not to be
confused with attaching media to the registrant’s name, which is accomplished with the
context menu accessed by right-mouse click on the registrant’s name at the top of the tree.
In other words, if you attach the registrant’s photo via Media Summary and check the Key
Photo box, the photo does not appear in the picture box on the face page. Only a Key Photo
attached by context menu appears there. Please see “Adding Optional Data to an Entity” in
the “Shared Features” section.
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PARKING
FACE PAGE

The layout of the parking citation entry form is described in general terms in “Shared
Features.” The blank face page that appears initially may show default City, State, and Zip
Code, if so configured. Data elements required for saving include Agency, Citation Number,
Issued Date and Time, and Report PIN (reporting officer’s identification number). If Agency
is locked because of system configuration or security, the acceptable agency code is
displayed. If Citation Number is blocked it is because the number is to be system assigned.

Entering a Case Number relates this citation to other reports in RMS that carry the same
incident number. These reports will appear under Related Reports on the navigation tree.
The CAD Event Number relates this citation to a particular CAD event but does not support
viewing the CAD event as some of the other forms do.
The other three rows in the top section capture location and geographic breakdown. Please
see “Composite Fields” in “Shared Features” for details about entering data into the [LOC]
field.
The COMMENTS scrolling text region is the only narrative capability provided for a parking
citation.
The ADDITIONAL INFORMATION section may or may not be present, depending upon
whether or not your agency has defined additional information to collect. Your section, if
present, will differ entirely from the simple test configuration illustrated above.
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In the REPORT section, Report PIN identifies the officer or deputy who wrote the citation..
If you enter "N" (for Now) in the Date Filed field or any of the other date fields the current
system date fills in. The Non-Disclosure check-box flags the report so this citation can be
excluded by whatever external interface requires suppression based on non-disclosure. Use
of this flag is up to your agency. Approved Date and Approve PIN may be entered here if
allowed by system configuration or may be provided by the Case Management approval
process if citations are subject to review..
The action buttons at the bottom of the form are described in “Action Buttons” in the
“Shared Features” section.
When you click [Save] to save the data in the database, the page refreshes displaying the
data that was saved. The top of the navigation tree (CITATION) changes to show the citation
number. The navigation tree is enabled so you can access the other pages. You can add
media to the citation itself (as opposed to a component) by the Multimedia Summary page
or by using the context menu available by right-mouse click on the tree top (see “Shared
Features”).

Offenses

REST OF
THE TREE

Parking violations are entered as described for “Offense Page” in the “Incident” section.

Vehicles
Vehicle receiving the parking citation is entered the same as discussed under “Vehicle Page”
in the “Field Contact” section.

Names
This page is provided primarily for registered owner and/or driver. See “Name Page” in the
“Field Contact” write-up.

Report Completion, Report Management, Related Reports
This topics are discussed in the “Shared Features” section.

Multimedia Summary
Multimedia Summary is covered in “Add Media” under “Adding Optional Data to an Entity”
in the “Shared Features” section.
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REPORT MANAGEMENT
The Report Management module allows authorized individuals to review, approve, assign,
and track reports within the agency. Along with this, you can change report status and
department disposition.

REPORT
RETRIEVAL

Selecting REPORT MGMT from the main toolbar brings up the report retrieval form shown
below. The criteria entry fields enable you to specify exactly what reports you want to
review. The retrieved reports fill the QUALIFYING REPORTS list when you click [Search]
after specifying the search criteria.

RETRIEVAL CRITERIA
Report Module specifies the type of report--incident, citation, accident, etc. If you leave
Report Module blank then all other criteria applies to all RMS reports. For example, a Case
Number without specifying module retrieves reports from all modules the are linked by case
number, not just the incident reports. Likewise, entering a Report Number would retrieve
any reports with the same number without regard to module.
The geographic breakdown fields are given the labels configured for your agency, not
necessarily the illustrated labels (DISTRICT, SECTOR, ZONE, WATCH).
Although there is a Workflow Status field, the check boxes circled above enable specifying
multiple status conditions. By default, this group of check boxes specify all reports (Reports
and Supplements) that are Incomplete, Unapproved and both Assigned and Unassigned.
You need to make sure that these check boxes indicate exactly the reports of interest.
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Press the <Enter> key or activate the [Search] button to perform the retrieval.

QUALIFYING REPORTS
The list of retrieved reports scrolls both vertically and horizontally. Information that
becomes visible when you scroll horizontally includes report type and author, assignment,
approval and geographic breakdown. The list is sorted by Report Number, but you can
change the sort order by clicking on the header of the column by which you want to sort.
Rejected reports are highlighted in red. The selected report is highlighted in blue. To
display a report either double-click the list entry or single-click to highlight in blue and
activate the [Display] button.

ACTION BUTTONS
The action buttons aligned at the bottom of the form do the following:

[Print]
This button presents, in the print preview window, the list report showing selection criteria
followed by the displayed listing where each report is represented by report date, module,
report number, supplement number, report type, author, and report status.

[Print Screen]
This button brings up the Windows printer selection form. When you click Print on the
printer selection form an image of the module form foremost on screen is sent to the
selected printer.

[Help]
The on-line help window appears showing the Report Management topic.

[Display]
[Display] produces the printout designated for reviewing the selected report. This printout
is shown in the report viewer window.

[Search]
[Search] sends the query request to the server and the progress bar runs while waiting to
receive data from the server. If the search criteria was too broad (that is, too many reports
were found) you may receive a pop-up message saying that you need to narrow the search
by changing the criteria.

[Clear]
This button totally clears the form so you can start entering search criteria anew.

[Quit]
[Quit], the <Esc> key and the [x] in the upper right corner all do the same thing--they close
the form.
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REPORT
VIEWER

The PDF document representing the report is shown in a scrolling region with tools at the
top for zooming in and out, setting page layout, and making annotations. A section on the
left identifies the report by module, report number, date and author. It also shows status,
disposition, assignment, and action history in a scrolling list.
Annotation tools

Report
identification

Action
history

Report PDF
document

The Action History list scrolls horizontally so you can see who took the action, when it was
taken and any comments entered at the time. Enlarge the row by dragging down the
bottom edge to read the comments, if necessary. Should the action history be long, you can
group the entries by dragging the caption of the column by which to group into the area
between the Action History caption and the list itself.
Actions that have been completed are shown with black text. Actions pending are listed
with red text.
The illustration shows an unapproved report. You can tell because the watermark NOT
APPROVED is blazoned across each page. Activate the [Detail] button to see the report in its
entry form. Use the [Action] button to: enter review result; route to other users or
divisions; or change status and/or disposition. See “Action Form” following.

ANNOTATING THE REPORT
Before you reject a report, you can use the annotation tools above the report image to mark
up the report indicating areas for revision. Then, when you reject from the action form, the
marked up report along with comments you enter become available to the report author.
The marked up report does not go anywhere else which means, if you route the report to
someone at the same time you reject it, the route recipient sees an unmarked report and
the author sees the marked up one.
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The tooltip text you see when you hover the mouse pointer over the tools in the toolbar
gives you a clue as to the tool’s purpose. A mark you put on the report image can be
removed by placing the mouse pointer on the mark and right click to access the Delete
option.

ACTION
FORM

The Report Management Action overlay form consists of a display-only header identifying
the report to which all actions apply, a section for setting status and disposition, a section
for review result and a multi-part section for other actions that have been configured for the
type of report. All actions except changing status and disposition, create a workflow entry
that causes the report to appear in the indicated recipient's Dashboard.

The CHANGE CASE STATUS OR DISPOSITION section was originally intended for incident
reports but may apply to any module that maintains status and disposition. When applied
to an incident, the status and disposition affects the case as a whole, not just the current
report. This section displays the current status and disposition, if any, and fields for new
values. This action is equivalent to setting Status and/or Disposition on the report face
page.
In the APPROVE OR REJECT A REPORT AFTER REVIEW section use the check boxes to
indicate your assessment. If rejecting a report, you can set the Due Date to schedule the
time allowed for correction. The scrolling comment region is for notes to augment
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whatever annotation you added via the report viewer. A rejected report is routed back to
the report author; an approved report is routed to the next step in the configured workflow.
The actions in the REPORT MANAGEMENT ACTIONS section have been established for each
module subject to report management. The actions are optional as far as the system is
concerned but some may be required by Department policy. The type of action appears at
the left with fields for entering whatever information is necessary to execute the action.
The scrolling comment region, if present, is saved as the workflow entry comment. Should
you choose to take an action, be sure to check the Apply check box.
You will notice in the illustration that the ASSIGN TO action has a field for New Group and a
field for New Pin. You need fill one or the other when making an assignment. If specifying
New Group, the report shows up on the dashboard of every member of the group. If you
check the First Member to Access check box, the workflow entry is removed from other
members of the group when one member acts upon the report. If you check, All Members
then every member of the group has to handle the report to remove it from their
dashboard.
Activate the [Save] button to process all applicable actions. [Quit] closes the form with no
action taken.
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INBOX
The inbox is a temporary repository for messages sent to your RMS session from an outside
source. Generally these messages are responses from the State or your region when the
optional State interface has been implemented.
The repository is temporary because only the messages received during your current RMS
session are available; when you close the RMS application the inbox is emptied so each
invocation of RMS Entry starts with an empty inbox.
When a message is received, the INBOX tool on the main toolbar starts blinking red. It
continues to blink as long as there are unread messages in the inbox. The Messages form
shown below lists the received message on the left and the current message content in
main the scrolling region.
Date and time received

MKE

Source

Search value

Message list

Message Text

Action buttons

Each message is displayed with a header giving the date and time the message was received
and source of the message with brief identifying data values. The source part starts with the
originating transaction request in the form of the message key (MKE). Next is who
responded—this could be a state interface code, NCIC, NLETS or the agency and source
system from your region. Lastly is a phrase identifying the message by key values in the
transaction message sent.
The illustration shows regional responses from a general person query (GQP) and a general
vehicle query (GQV). In both instances there are two responses received—one from the
CAD system for agency MCSD and one from the master index system (MIS) for agency
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MCSD. The highlighted entry in the list indicates which message is being viewed. You
display another message by clicking on its entry in the message list. The next message in
the list is displayed when you click INBOX on the toolbar. Use the up and down arrow keys
to step through the message list. When you are at the top of the list, the up arrow has no
effect; likewise, when you are at the bottom of the list, the down arrow has no effect.

Action Buttons
Action buttons are used to manage messages in the inbox.

Delete All
Click this button to completely clear the inbox—that is, remove the message list and clear
the text area.

Delete
This action removes only the displayed message from the list and text area.

Print
The Report Viewer form appears with a preview of the message printout.

Next
The next message in the list is displayed when you activate this button. If at the bottom of
the list, the first (top) message displays.

Quit
This button closes the Messages form, as does the [X] in the upper right corner. When you
re-open the form, prior messages remain available.
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UTILITY
This drop-down menu supports general functions that are occasionally needed. Currently
these functions include:
Dashboard – This function restores the dashboard if you have closed it.
Log on - The prompt for User ID and Password allow you to log onto RMS Entry as a
different user, with a new security profile. You can fail to log on any number of times but If
you cancel the Log On prompt window the application closes.
Refresh Table Data – Each time you start RMS Entry, a large amount of data is downloaded
to your application to support pick lists and data validation. If your system administrator
has modified any of this data while you are working with the application, you can refresh
your local copy with this transaction. You will see the progress window with the message
“Please wait while data is downloaded.”
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EXECUTIVE INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.
APPENDIX A - TERMINOLOGY
The following terms are used throughout this manual without further explanation. For your
convenience this list is presented in alphabetical order. Italic text is used to indicate that a
term used in a definition is also included in the list.
Application - This term, as applied to EIS software, refers to a program in the Law
Enforcement Records folder. Examples of applications are: Inquiry providing quick data
retrieval for investigative purposes; Records Management used for entering a variety of
reports; Property Management used for tracking property in the possession of the
Department.
Button - An object in a window that can be pressed or clicked to perform a specific action.
Buttons are indicated in this document by enclosure in brackets, e.g. [Quit]. There are
several ways to press a button:
(1)Position the mouse cursor on the button and tap the left mouse button.
(2)Tap the <Enter> key when the button is in focus. It is in focus when the button label
is enclosed by a dotted rectangle.
(3)If the button label shows an underlined character, this is the hot key. Hold down
<ALT> while tapping the underlined character key on the keyboard.
Case – A case includes an incident report and all the supplemental reports written for that
incident. A case is assigned a unique number that is carried by the initial (base) incident
report and each supplement. Attributes like type, status and disposition apply to a case not
to a constituent report. Although each incident report may be reviewed individually, a
report per se is not assigned for follow-up—only a case is.
Case Number – The unique number identifying a case is often assigned by the CAD system.
This sequential number may be prefixed by year and month digits and contain a fixed
number of digits; the format is determined by your agency. When you enter a value in the
Case Number field the value may be revised by the system to conform to the format
configured for your agency. Usually, only the leading zeros for a fixed size sequence number
are inserted between the prefix digits and the significant sequential number digits.
CFS - Calls For Service (CFS) data comes from the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system
and is available only if access to CAD data has been implemented in RMS. CFS data is
presented in an overlay form designed especially for EIS CAD information.
Check Box - A special kind of data entry field that is either checked or not checked. You can
change its state by clicking on it with the mouse or using the space bar when it has focus.
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Click- The action of tapping a mouse button. In this manual when we say “click on...” we
mean tap (press and release) the left mouse button to activate the object under the mouse
cursor. Double click means to tap twice in succession.
Coded Field - A data entry field that allows input of only specific predetermined values.
Such restriction may be imposed by reporting requirements, to facilitate data retrieval or to
enforce data consistency. If needed, you may access a pick list of accept-able values by
tapping <F1> (see Keyboard Conventions) when entering data into a coded field.
Components – The various parts that constitute a report may include names, vehicles,
property, narrative, offenses, and so forth. This document may also refer to certain
components as entities.
Cursor - A cursor is the system pointing indicator. It tells the user where the system is
looking.
Form Cursor- The form cursor indicates the data field or form object the system is
currently focused on. If the system is looking at a data field the cursor is displayed as a
blinking “|”, if the system is looking at another form object the cursor is displayed as a
black dashed box enclosing the object.
Mouse Cursor - The pointer that moves around the screen as you move the mouse. The
mouse cursor allows you to move between windows, access external functions and
focus on specific objects. The pointer is traditionally an arrow but may change as is
moves over objects on the desktop. When it turns to a spinner, the object underneath
is busy and may not respond to user action.
Data Field - A single field for the capture of a specific data element.
Database - The database is a collection of tables in which all the data you enter resides. The
database has been established on a centralized server and is shared by all users.
Drag - Position the mouse cursor on a specific portion of the object. Depress and hold the
left mouse button down. Move the object as desired. Release the mouse button. You can
move windows by the title bar. You can enlarge and shrink some windows using this
technique on the lower left corner.
Enter - When instructions say to “enter” information, type in the desired character(s) and
tap the <Tab> key.
Entry Number – Module entities and incident supplemental reports are assigned a
sequential number by the system denoting the order in which the entity or supplement was
entered. Usually this system-assigned sequence number is the first data element in the
description phrase identifying the entity in the navigation tree.
Entities – Often offense, name, vehicle and property components are referred to as entities.
An entity establishes the context for adding or reviewing associated information.
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Field - An object that allows you to type character(s) when it is in focus. A field is in focus
when the form cursor is visible in the field or the value in the field is highlighted.
Focus -An object is said to have focus if it is the one prepared to respond to your next
action. You can give an object focus by clicking on it with the mouse. Often an object will
acquire focus automatically as a result of another action. The indication that an object has
focus varies by object; some are highlighted, some enclosed by a dotted box, and some by
possession of the form cursor.
Folder - A container for a collection of programs. When you open a folder, the programs are
represented either by name or by icon (a picture used to identify the program). A program
is activated by clicking on it with the mouse.
Form - A collection of data fields, buttons and other objects presented in a window for user
interaction. A form, as the main data collection device, can be multi-page. In EIS RMS,
multi-page forms may contain tabs at the top for navigating among the pages or a
navigation tree at the left for the same purpose.
Primary Form -The primary screens are key screens throughout the system and can be
accessed from any point within a module. Some modules contain a single primary
screen and others contain multiple primary screens. To move between primary screens,
within a module, simply select the corresponding Tab at the top of the screen or the
corresponding tree view branch.
Overlay Form - A window presented on top of a related window. In EIS RMS, overlay
windows are used for collecting and displaying information relating to the topic of the
underlying form.
Highlight -An object is highlighted when it stands out from similar objects by virtue of color.
Highlight is used to indicate which object will respond to your next action, i.e. which has
focus. When a program icon is highlighted, you may tap <Enter> to launch the program.
When the data in a field is highlighted, your next keystroke may replace the current data
with the character you just typed.
Hot Key - This term generally applies to buttons. When the button label shows an
underlined keyboard character, you can use the <Alt> key in conjunction with the indicated
character to activate the button.
Insertion Point - This I-beam cursor indicates where the next character you type will be
placed in a data entry field.
Key - Refers to a key on the keyboard. In this manual, keyboard keys are represented by
angle brackets and uppercase characters, such as <Enter> for the Enter or Return key (the
label differs among keyboards). Please refer to the section entitled Keyboard Conventions,
in the next section.
Key Photo – This is the one image of an entity that may be used to represent the entity in
detail reports. The key photo of a name also appears on the name entry page.
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Media – “Media” in the EIS lexicon includes digital forms of images, video files, audio files
and PDF documents. Usually an image or PDF file is introduced into the system in
conjunction with data entry of the specific module to which it pertains. Video and audio
files are introduced using the Media Upload application (discussed in a separate manual).
The term “media repository” refers to the database table that provides access to all media.
Menu - The initial window that appears when you launch the application may contain a
menu between the window title bar and the toolbar. Usually, the menu provides access to
operations that are not available on the toolbar. When you click on an option on the main
menu, a drop-down menu may appear, giving options for the selected category. Choose
one of the drop-down options to execute the operation.
Message Box - Serious errors and warnings that we really want you to notice are presented
in a message box that pops up in the middle of the screen. Please make note of the
message then click [OK], tap <Esc> or <Enter> to remove the box. If an error cannot be
easily corrected (such as a system error), notify your system administrator.
Message Line – A line at the bottom left of the main application window is used mostly to
indicate the outcome of an action. Occasionally errors will be noted. If the system is not
behaving as you expect, check the message line and look for a message box on the taskbar
that may have gotten obscured.
Module - Modules are discrete components of an application, with each representing a
common law enforcement information source. An increasing number of modules comprise
the Records Management application. These modules include, but are not limited to
incident reports, citations, accident reports, field Interviews, parking citations, trespass
reports, weapon permits, other permits, major crime registrants, other types of registrant,
pawn tickets, protection orders and warrants.
Navigation Tree - Most of the Law Records modules employ a view of the entire report at
the left of the data entry form. This view is a “tree” form with “branches” denoting
component categories (the context) and “twigs” identifying specific records (entities) within
the category. The tree serves two purposes: it provides a means of navigating to the various
pages of the entry form; and it gives a synopsis of the data present in the report being
displayed.
Node - a branch or twig on the navigation tree.
Page - A number of the entry forms consist of multiple pages. Generally, the data elements
on a page pertain to the same subject. For example an incident report form has a page for
involved names, another page for vehicles, another page for property, etc. All pages
together constitute the form.
Face Page – The page presented when the module is invoked captures information
specific to the report. The face page varies by module but generally includes agency,
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nature/type of the report, occur date(s), location, reporting officer, status and
disposition.
PDF - Portable Document Format (PDF) is the format used to store printed or scanned paper
reports in the EIS database. When you print a report it first appears on screen as a preview.
The preview window usually has a [Publish] button at the bottom. Activating [Publish]
converts the preview report image to PDF and saves it in the database after you provide the
optional identifying title and/or comment.
PIN - Personal Identification Number is the personnel number assigned to agency
employees that uniquely identifies them in the EIS personnel table. Data entry forms with
fields labelled Report PIN or Officer ID are looking for this number. Press <F1> to access a
selection list of employees.
Prompt - A window that pops up asking for immediate user response. The prompt may
provide buttons for [Yes]/[No], [Continue]/[Abort], etc.
Radio Buttons - A set of mutually exclusive objects represented as labeled circles. The
selected one has a dot in the center of the circle. Only one can be selected at a time.
Record - This database term refers to the collection of data elements that comprise an entry
in one of the database tables. Messages you see referring to creating or updating a record
means the system is adding an entry to a database table or modifying an existing entry.
Report – For simplicity, we refer to an entry into any of the modules as a report. This
includes the face page and all components parts. This term includes warrants, pawn tickets,
permits, registrants as well as incidents, citations, field interviews and accidents.
Report Status – This is the agency-defined status code indicating where the report stands in
in the agency process. Not to be confused with workflow status, report status might
indicate open, pending investigation or final review, closed, etc.
Screen Object - Any data field, tab, button, checkbox, screen frame, etc. displayed on the
monitor.
Scroll Bar- A scroll bar may appear on the right side and/or at the bottom of a display object
such as a list or multi-line text region. A right-side scroll bar assists you in scrolling the
display object vertically. The bottom scroll bar assists in scrolling the display horizontally.
The scroll bar has an arrowhead at either end and a slider in the middle. You can scroll the
display one line at a time in the direction indicated by clicking on the arrowhead. You can
drag the slider along the bar to scroll the display many lines at a time. A mouse click below
the slider shows the next page; a mouse click above the slider shows the preceding page.
Security – Your security profile has been defined for your Windowstm logon. This profile
controls the modules you can access and the actions you can take within a module—i.e.,
your security permissions. Permission will probably vary based on a report’s workflow
status.
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Selection List - A list from which to make a choice. Selection lists are used extensively in the
EIS suite of applications. For example: you can select the code needed for a coded field; the
incident you want to retrieve; a particular name associated with an incident; or a particular
vehicle involved in an accident.
Tap - When instructions say to “tap” a key, just press the key briefly.
Toolbar - A toolbar provides a series of buttons across the top of the main form. EIS
Applications consisting of multiple modules often use a toolbar for invoking the various
modules as an alternative to the traditional menu approach. Simply click on the designated
button to launch the desired module.
Tool Tip - A tool tip is a brief explanatory statement related to the object under the mouse
cursor. The tool tip, if implemented for the object, appears about 5 seconds after the
mouse cursor comes to rest on the object. This system uses tool tips to explain toolbar
buttons and unlabeled fields. Tree view entries that are partially hidden are expanded as a
tool tip.
Value - Generally referring to the data entered in a field, a value can be either numeric or
character. Any data entered in a field constitutes a value.
Wildcard - Many of the search criteria fields allow use of wild card characters to broaden
the search. The two characters recognized as wild cards are _ (underscore) and % (percent).
_ = The underscore means "allow any character in this one position" and is particularly
useful for partial license plates. For example, AB_12_ could return ABC123, ABYI2Z,
ABE120, etc.
% - The percent has no length or position connotation. Depending on where it is placed
in the search text, it simply means allow any characters up to the search text or allow
any characters following. For example, SMITH% in the last name field could return
SMITH, SMITHSONIAN, SMITHFIELD. Search on SM_TH% and you add SMYTH and
SMYTHE to the list.
NOTE: The % symbol alone matches on any text in the field including blank. If you want to
suppress blank text in the result, use the notation _% (underscore + percent). This says
match on some text but I don't care what as long as it is not blank.
The caption on some query search fields (mainly for long text like narrative or comments)
indicates "(auto wildcard)." In these instances, the system adds % before and after the text
you enter so do not include the % in your text.
Workflow - There is a process running on the server that has been configured for your
agency according the agency's rules for moving a document (report) through a normal life
cycle. The rules are based on tasks that, once completed, routes the document to the next
task to be performed. Workflow may start tracking tasks when a case number is assigned in
CAD or when a new report is started.
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This process, however, is not totally automatic. The Report Management module in RMS
Entry allows reviewers to specify routing, notification and case assignment, as well as
approving or rejecting a report.
Reports called to your attention, either via workflow or explicit routing, are listed in the
Dashboard that appears when you invoke RMS Entry or RMS Query.
Workflow Status – The code that denotes the report’s stage in the workflow process is used
primarily for workflow routing. This code appears in the header of some modules and as a
column in various report listings, such as in the Dashboard. Typical workflow status codes
might be INCOMPLETE, COMPLETE, REJECTED, APPROVED. Depending upon how your
system is configured, security processing may use workflow status, as one consideration, to
control your ability to interact with the report.
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EXECUTIVE INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.
APPENDIX B -- KEYBOARD CONVENTIONS
Tab Key - Use <Tab> to move focus from one object to another. In a data entry form, the
<Tab> key moves to the next data entry field in the tabbing order. When entering text into
a scrolling text field, don’t try to use <Tab> to indent; it will take you out of the text field.
Indent using the space bar.
Enter Key - The <Enter> (or <Return>) key will not move focus to the next object. If you are
entering text into a scrolling text field, <Enter> starts a new paragraph. Sometimes <Enter>
triggers a command. If a button is in focus, <Enter> will trigger the action defined for the
button.
Shift-Tab - Hold the <Shift> key down while tapping <Tab> to move focus backward to the
previous object in the tabbing order.
Spacebar - In addition to inserting a space in a data entry field, the <Spacebar> can be used
to toggle the check mark on and off in a check box or to select a radio button option.
Arrows - The <up> and <down> arrows are useful for navigating vertically in a selection list.
The <left> and <right> arrows move the insertion point indicator left or right within a data
entry field.
Home - Moves the insertion point to the first character of the current line in a data entry
field. In a selection list, <Home> moves the highlight to the first entry.
Shift-Home - To block a section of text to delete, copy, or replace, hold down <Shift> and
tap <Home>. All text becomes highlighted from the current insertion point to the beginning
of the line.
Ctrl-Home - In a scrolling text region, hold down <Ctrl> and tap <Home> to jump to the
beginning of the text in the region.
End - Moves the insertion point just past the last character of the current line in a data entry
field. In a selection list, <End> moves the highlight to the last entry.
Shift-End - To block a section of text to delete, copy or replace, hold down <Shift> and tap
<End>. All text becomes highlighted from the current insertion point to the end of the line.
Ctrl-End - In a scrolling text region, hold down <Ctrl> and tap <End> to jump to the end of
text in the region.
Insert - The <Insert> key toggles between insert and overstrike mode. In insert mode, as
you type the characters are inserted into the characters already in the data entry field;
existing text is shifted right from the insertion point. In overstrike mode, the characters you
type replace any existing characters in the data entry field.
Del - The <Del> or delete key erases characters to the right of the insertion point.
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Backspace - This delete key erases characters to the left of the insertion point.
Alt - When a button label shows a character underlined, you can use the <Alt> key in
conjunction with the underlined character key to activate (press) the button.
F1 – Use function key 1 to access a selection list of values that will be accepted in a coded
field (denoted by blue label).
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